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Pan Am budget to increase by 14 million
AUSTIN -The Texas legislature increased
the two year budget for UTP A to
$76,678,006, an increase of $14,269,334.
Additionally UTP A will get another $26
million, which Is not included in the budget figures, for construction of an new
engineering building, according to State

The benefits of this legislative session will result
in a quantum leap in educatio na I opportunities
available in Hidalgo
County and the Valley.
Rep. Eddie de la Garza
Representative Eddie De La Garza, DEdinburg.
The $26 million will be generated from
the sale of tuition revenue bonds.
"All South Texas universities did extremely well, " said De La Garza. The
political pressure resulting from the higher
education lawsuit forced the Legislature to
take significant steps to improve higher
education in the Valley. Funding increases
for UTPA, UT-Brownsville, and the new
South Texas Community College are corrections to a system that has historically

discriminated against South Texas.
"In a difficult budget situation, where
many programs were cut, we are making
a significant investment in UTPA," said
State Representative Eddie De La Garza
Edinburg.
"Of the $14.3 million increase, $8.4 million comes from the state's General Revenue Fund," said De la Garza.
"The remaining $5.9 million are estimated increases in other revenue sources.
The total amounts to a 22.9 percent increase in revenue for the university," he
said.
"Of the $8.4 million coming from the
state, $4.S miliion is earmarked for South
Texas Border Development,and the money
is appropriated to improve educational
opportunities programs at the university,
he said. $12. 5 million in Public Education
Grants make up the next largest portion of
the state's increased funding. UTPA, will
also receive $500,000 for the Center for
Manufacturing, said De La Garza.
"The University of Texas - Pan American
is growing very rapidly," De la Garza said.
"Even with significant budget increases
like this one it Is very difficult to keep pace.
Fortunately, we can look forward to the
creation of tho South Texas Community
College to relieve some of the pressure on
UTPA. The benefits of this legislative
session will result in a quantum leap in

educational opportumt1es available in
Hidalgo County and the Valley."
While UTA's budget went up, it suffered
some loss re'v enue because other schools
had their budgets cut,said De La Garza.
UTPA participates in several programs in
which money is funneled roPan Am through
other universities. For example, U.T. EI
Paso receives funding for economic research, said De La Garza.
A portion of that money is sent to UT.A'
s Center for Entrepreneurship and Economic Development, he said. For th- '92'93 budget cyde Creed received $902,897
through U. T.E.P. In the new budget CEED
will get $837,484.
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Funding for the
Valley Health Coordinating Office,
which researches
medical issues in
the Valley, was
moved from The
University of Texas
Medical Branch of
Galveston budget to
UTPA's however,
funding was reduced
from
$317,247
to
$288,721.
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NoMoreAdds
Add/drop Administration says new
policy lessens disruptions
procedure Alma
Maldonado
changes
Sta.ff

Alma Maldonado
Sta.ff

Beginning next year, only students who attended Summer Session II will be admitted to a special
assignment of arena registration
for the fall .
The former arena registration will
no longer exist, and telephone registration will be the last stop to
register for classes without going
through the new process developed by the Registration Task Force.

The Pan American/Laura K. Kertesz

A community college became a reality for Hidalgo and Starr counties when Gov. Ann Richards
signed a bill at Texas State Technical College in McAllen Tuesday. The Valley delegation- Rep.
Roberto Guitierrez, Sen. Carlos Trujan, Rep. Renato Cuellar, and Sen. Eddie Lucio-and
Hidalgo County Judge Edgar Ruiz assisted. (See related story p. 3.)

Student Union team meets today
Trinidad Gonzales
Editor
A meeting to discuss the Student
Union transition team will be held
at 3 p.m. today in the Orone Room
o r the 3rd floor of the University
Center.
This transition team is being created to address issues that students
may have concerning the Student
Union fee and the creation of the
Student Union Advisory Committee, according Lo Judy Vinson, dean
of students.
i\ bill allowing lJTPA students to
vote for a student union building
fee was passed recently by both
house/i of the Texas legislator.
An early version of the bill staled
that the fee would not exceed $20
for each student during the regular

semester or $10 for each student
during each summer session.
According to the bill that passed,
the fee would not exceed $30 per
student during the regular semester or S15 per student during each
summer session.
Mary Carrizales, UPI3 president
and coordinator of the transition
team, said the team will address Lhe
changes.
Also, added in the final version
of the bill is Section I3 which states,
"The board of regents may pledge
the fees levied under this section Lo
pay obligations issued pursuant to
the revenue financing system of
The University of Texas System."
This is a technical change Lo
meet a bond attorneys opinion that
steady stream of revenue will be
gurnaLeed Lo companies buying

Although students may continue
to drop classes at any time during
, the semester, adding classes after
the first day of class will only be
allowed through written consent
from a representative of the department of their major.
To secure permission, a student
must present a valid reason with
proof to the departmental representative of his/her major.

The former practice of dropping and adding courses during
the first few days of classes has
come to an end. This new policy
was developed by the Registration Task Force within the past
yearto reduce the number oflastminute adds.
Students who registered for Summer Session I were allowed to
drop and add classes Monday.
Students in Summer Session II
can make schedule changes
through telephone until June 11.
Payment deadline is June 25.
"Students will no longer be allowed to rearrange their schedules once classes begin, " according ro William Lee Morris, assistant to the vice-president for academic affairs.

The policy aims to avoid interruptions during the first days of
class, Morris said. Eventually the
only way to register for classes
will be by telephone.
It will force students to make
concrete decisions on what classes
to take, as well as how many,
Morris said, instead of overloading their schedule with classes
they do not need, eventually dropping some to add others.
It will also aid the availability of
classes for students who have not
registered.
Additionally, this marks the end
of students providing favors for
other students, such as by signing
up during phone registration for
extra classes that a friend needs,
then dropping them at late registration so the friend can immediately add the classes.
See Policy p. 3

Changes ·draw mixed
student reactions

or drop classes. It's not going to
bonds, according to an attorney
According to the policy, a valid Arminda Munoz
affect me."
•
with the Office of General Council excuse could include:
Sta.ff
John Hernandez, criminal justice
which oversees legal matters for
•Changing a course section bemajor from McAllen, agreed.
the UT System.
cause the original one was can"I'm a senior and I haven't expeMany students expressed mixed
"It was a technical problem," Ray celed;
rienced
any problems with regisFarabee , an attorney for the OGC
• Changing a course section be- feelings with the drop/add policy
tering
under
the new policy. (But)
said. "This will meet the opinion of cause the previous one was change that takes effect this sumI
can
understand
the frustration ."
mer. The majority disagreed with
a bond attorney."
changed;
Many
students
questioned the
Concerning the transition Learn,
• Adding a course or moving the the new policy while others had no
fairness
of
the
policy
change.
Elvie Davis, assistant dean of stu- student to a different course be- complaints.
Daniel
Munoz,
education
sophoSane Casares welcomes the
dents, said she and Vinson would cause he/ she did not complete a
more
from
McAllen,
said
that
workchange.
like to see it evolve into an ad hoc prerequisite class;
add
ing
students
need
more
time
to
"I think it's good," the sophocommittee so the team's actions
• Adding a course or moving the
and
drop.
can be formalized.
student to a different course be- more from Harlingen said. "It make
"I don't think it's fair at all," he
The committee would consist of cause he/she did not pass all sec- students more responsible. You
said.
"l had to beg to leave work.
have to make the time (to register
a student majority, according Lo tions of the TASP;
If
(my
boss had not let me go at that
on time) ."
Carrizales.
time)
that
would have been it. I get
Veronica Salinas, an education
•Adding a course because the
most
of
my
classes during adds and
There would be seven 10 eight student lacks a class necessary for sophomore from Rio Grande City,
drops
after
arena. They should
said the new policy change will not
faculty members and up to 15 stu- his/her degree plan;
have
a
couple
of days to make it
dents whose backgrounds would
• Any unusual circumstances that affect her.
"To me , it makes no difference,"
range from athletics Lo member- the representative deems justifiSee Reaction p. 3
Salinas
said, "because r never add
ships in business clubs.
able for a schedule change.

Disabled Americans struggle for equal treatment
ell, it's the beginning of the
first summer session here
at good old UTPA. I thought
it would be an appropriate
time to share a little bit of disability
awareness with the rest of you all, if you
will "lend me your ear" for a few minutes.
I'll give it back, l promise.
First of all, what exactly is a disability?
Well, there 's a three-part definition. A
disability is:
•A condition that is chronic or Jong
lasting.
• A condition that can be medically
diagnosed.
• A condition that makes it difficult to
obtain employment or fulfill another major
life role (i.e., vocational, social,
independent living).
Carolyn L. Vash, Ph.D., author of "The
Psychology of Disability," refers to a
disability as, "any residual impairment of
physiological, anatomical, or psychological

W

functio ning that resu lts from an illness,
injury, o r birth defect. It is defined in
terms of individual functioning and,
assuming there is no longer an active
disease process, is relatively unchanging
for a given individual."
Okay, enough with the jargon. What
does this mean in everyday, down-toearth stuff?
It means that about 43 million-plus
Americans have a disability, of whom
around two-thirds are unemployed or
underemployed. Most of whom want to
work, if they could find an understanding
employer, who would make a "reasonable
accommodatio n" for thei r disability.
What are some of the disabilities?
Some of the disabilities are: AIDS,
alcoholism, amputation, arthritis,
blindness, cancer, cardiovascular disease,
cerebral pals y , cerebrovascular
disease,chronic pain syndrome, diabetes,
deafness, drug addiction, epilepsy, heart

Editorial

Make yourself heard
Voting equals power for Valley students
e have to vote to assert our will. It's that simple.
Governor Ann Richards signed a bill Tuesday converting
Texas State Technical College to South Texas Community
College.
During the signing ceremony, different local political leaders from the
Valley addressed the audience and spoke of the hard work they had done
to accomplish not only the conversion ofTSTC to a college, but also the
increased funding to South Texas institutions of higher education.
All stressed the importance of education for improving the quality of
life.
They all attributed these accomplishments to the increasing importance South Texas is gaining nationwide, not only because the proposed
North American Free Trade Agreement may open markets on both sides
of the border, but because the region is beginning to assert itself
politically.

W

Richards stressed that t)le only way to get things done is through
political involvement,
She is right.
The people of South Texas must vote, and vote at every election in
increasing numbers.
We as students must become politically active because w e will not only
have a voice on issues concerning our local community, but also on
issues that directly impact our education.
When a group of politically active students approaches any administrator, that administrator will listen to them. He will talk to state
representatives who will have to listen as well.
People in power listen when people vote. But more importantly, they
·listen when voters are upset with their situation.

Dennis Sheeran
Guest Column
disease, hemophilia, learning disabilities,
multiple sclerosis, muscular dystrophy,
paralysis, mental illness, mental
retardation, neurological conditions,
respiratory problems, rheumatic diseases,
sickle cell diseases, spinal cord injuries,
stroke, and traumatic head injuries... I
apologize if I forgot to mention any
disability.
Who's affected by a disability?
A more appropriate question might be,
"Who isn't?". The chances are that almost
everyone reading this article either has
had, has, or will at some time during their
lifetime acquire a disability.
Sure, some conditions are more disabling
than others. But my whole point is people
with disabilities for the most part don't

live in a nursing home, and don't live on
some isolated island somewhere.
Disabilities are both visible and invisible.
People with disabilities are men and
women. They are boys and girls. They
come from all socioeconomic
backgrounds. They are your friend, your
neighbor, your brother, your sister, your
mom, your dad. The odds are very good
that someone significant in your life has
had, has, or will acquire a disability during
his lifetime.
How do I treat someone who I see has
a disability? (ex: someone in a wheelchair)
Treat them as a person. Treat them with
the same dignity and respect you would
expect. People are people. Let's celebrate
our uniqueness and individuality, but at
the same time realize we're all in this
together. John Ruskin (1819-1900), an
eloquent English art critic, author, and
social reformer quotes:
"The question is not what a man can

scorn, or disparage, or find fault with, but
what he can love, value, and appreciate."
I hope I've shed at least a little bit of
light on this issue of disability awareness.
Let's band together, I know we can. Our
society needs ALL of its people. Life is too
short to live among indifference, prejudice,
hate, sarcasm, myth, scapegoating,
discrimination,
stereotyping, and
stigmatization.
No one needs that kind of treatment,
and these types of attitudinal barriers
have no socially redeeming value.
Instead Jet's welcome and treat one
another v'.rith outstretched arms of warm
regard, empa t hy, acceptance, and
understanding. This is our challenge, and
our society. Good attitudes are contagious
too. Thanks for your patience! Thanks for
listening.

Sheeran is a rehabilttative seroices
senior.

Don't be denied:

Valley offers diverse colors,
cultures and experiences
aving grown up in the Rio
Grande Valley all my life, I
have a very strong appreciation for the Tex-Mex culture.
I feel lucky to be part of a region in the
state where so many different cultures
combine to form one that is very colorful
and interesting.
I have to admit, however, that I've often
wondered what my true identity is, and
how I fit into this ever-changing environment. I was born here in the United
States, as were my parents, and my grandparents, and even my great-grandparents.
That would make me at the least a fourthgeneration American.
My last name, however, is Gomez, which
is very Spanish.
.
I'll admit that I grew up in a farpi,ly
environment where both Spanish and
English were spoken regularly, but English was always the dominant language
among my siblings and I.
Spanish was used more to communicate with my parents (although they are
both fluent in English), and when speaking to my grandparents.
I never really thought about my culture
or questioned my place in society while
growing up.
At that time I knew that I was a Hispanic
American, but an Ame rican, and a proud

H

Venture Into My
Thoughts
Adan Gomez

one at that. I couldn't really imagine
myself having anything in common with
our neighbors south of the river.
I remember feeling lucky to be an
American and thinking that my life was
much better than theirs, simply because I
lived in this country.
The funny thing is that I didn't know
enough about their culture at that time to
make those kinds of judgments.

' .J({o't',,
"
at age 22, I see things differently.
I am proud to be Hispanic. Being bilingual has opened up a whole new world of
friendships, entertainment, education and
understanding of a culture that is a part of
my heritage.
As Hispanics in the Valley, I feel that we
are in a unique position in that we have
the ability to enjoy the best of both
worlds. We simply have to broaden our
horizons and allow ourselves to see beyond any stereotypes that may exist.
Not much more than a year ago, I was
reluctant to really involve myself with the

Mexican-American culture. I didn't want
to listen to any of the music, or watch any
Spanish television broadcasts, or visit the
country of Mexico.
Today, I am an avid listener of Spanish
music, and can appreciate it for its
beautiful lyrics, contemporary arrangements, and the professionalism and vitality of the performers who record it.
I have come to appreciate the beautiful
Spanish language as well.
Spanish television programming in .
Mexico has improved vastly from what I
remember it as a child. I now find that it
has much more entertainment to offer
than the stations here, and I watch an
equal amount of the two.
I think it's really sad that a large porti-0n
of young a.dt1-lts who live in this w:0ndeiful
Valley of ours and who are from Hispanic
ethnicity choose to close their eyes and
cover their ears to a culture that is essentially their own.
If the physical border between the United
States and Mexico had been placed just a
little further north, then we ourselves
would probably be citizens of Mexico.
Instead of denying ourselves of what
could be considered a great learning experience, we should be proud of the
diversity of cultures that our geographical
location allows us to explore.

Artists deserve creative control,
total freed om of expression
"(Screamed) LEA VE HIM ALONE!
(Groaned) Leave him alone.
(Whispered) Goodnight."
- Roger Waters
"The Pros and Cons
of Hitchhiking"
rtistic autonomy. It's almost a
catch phrase these days. It implies that the artist or creator of
a work exercises a certain control in the creation, production and completion of that work.
Whe n filmmaker John Singleton signed
to Columbia Pictures, making his impressive debut, "Boyz N the Hood," and his
upcoming "PoeticJustice ," he was granted
a generous artistic autonomy. And Columbia prove d to have made a good
decision: "Boyz N the Hood " reaped both
critical and financial rewards for its parent
company.
Recently in the news, reports of rock
group Nirvana's struggles with their comp a ny , Geffe n Recor ds, o ve r the
"commerciality" of their next album sparks
a new debate ove r creative control.
Geffen Records executives reporte dly
claime d the new record was no t "radio
ready," whatever that implies. Produced
by Steve Albini, a currently hot, young
producer responsible for, among o ther
things, the alternative sensation PJ Harvey's
second album, "Rid of Me," Nirvana's
upcoming fourth album is reportedly going back to the drawing room for edits,
remixing, and so forth.
The surprise success of their Geffen
debut, "Nevermind," two years ago must
have stunned the execs into doing everything in their power to make sure Nirvana
doesn't go the way of other fl ash-in-the-

A

Letters Policy
The Pan American encourages and welcomes letters to the editor and guest columns.
They must be signed and include the writer's major, classification at UTPA and be typed.
An address and phone number should be included for verification. Letters should be no
more than one page, double spaced and typed. Guest colum ns should be no more than
11 /2 pages, double spaced and typed. Those that are too lo ng will not ru-n. Letters and
guest columns can be edited for style, length, libel, grammar and punctuation, but
writer's meaning or opinion will not be changed. Letters can be brought to University
Center Room 322 or mailed to The Pan American at 1201 University Drive, ESRH 100,
Edinbura . TX 78539.

Nowhere
is Now Here
Alvaro Rodriguez

rock fed through a synthesized filter in
1986, and 1987 brought Young's last Geffen
project, a furious hard rock record called
"Life."
But at the beginning of his Geffen stint,
Young had complete d an album titled
"Islands in the Sun" which was refused by
the company. Young acceded, reportedly
thinking that "these guys knew what they
were talking about. "
Later during the Ge ffe n years, Young
presented a re cord called "Old Ways"
which was likewise refused. (1985's "Old
Ways" is a differe nt record than was
originally prese nte d to Ge ffen.)
The bottom line is, Ge ffe n lost Young to
Reprise, his old record company. And
while Young is no Mariah Carey or Michael
Jackson in terms of sales, he has achieved
a lot of critical success and his last studio
album, "Harvest Moon, " did do rather
well comme rcially.
Why can't the record companies just
leave well e nough alone?
Don't they unde rstand that the creative
impulse can only be stymied by all this
wheeling-and-dealing?
But then, perhaps they're not inte rested
in an artistic statement, only in the bucks.
That seems like a reaso nable explanation.
Nirvan a's Kurt Kobain (spell it any way
you want) has the cojon es to we ar "Corporate Rock Still Sucks" T-shirts o n the
covers of major music m agazines. Why
doesn't he return to an indep endent label?

pan punk bands.
The release of "Incesticide," a full-length
album of covers, outtakes, alternate versions and live songs, in January, showed
that the record company thought · they
could cash in on their new trio du jour
without all the hassle of creating a totally
new album.
It didn't seem to work. "lncesticide"
didn't sell very well. Perhaps record execs
took note of the sloppie r, underproduced
aspects of the album and hoped to avoid
them on the upcoming album.
But Nirvana was ready for a change.
Leaving behind slickster Butch Vig (the
man behind "Nevermind" and e asily Sonic
Youth's most polished record, "Dirty,") ,
Nirvana seemed headed for the sonic
ditch. Perhaps the ir new outlook was
more raw.
Fans may never find out.
Geffen Records, the company releasing
Nirvana's next album, has felt the flak of
cracking down on creative control before.
In the early '80s, Ge ffen Records sue d its
then-recording artist Ne il Young for making "unrepresentative music," a hard-tofathom accusation.
Having left Reprise Records in 1981
afte r the release of "Re-Ac-Tor," Young
Independe nt music is seeing a resurswitched to Geffen in 1982, releasing his
compu ter opus, "Trans." 1983 followed gence like never before (at least no t in the
with "Everybody's Rockin'," a 25-minute last 10 years or so). Buy independent.
record of '50s-style rockabilly songs. He Leave the musicians alone. They know
returned two years later w ith "Old Ways," what they want. They know wha t you
a country record. "Landing on Water" was need.
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English professor named Governor signs bill,
one of top 1O in Texas

Valley gets new college

n

Dr. Will Davis, associate professor of English, is one of 10 professors in Texas selected a Piper Professor, an award given for outstanding university teaching.
Piper awards are given annually.
Each includes a certificate of merit,
a gold pin and a $2,500 honorarium.
"It's a big honor," Davis said. "I
am pleased, but I am also surprised
and embarrassed. I know there are
a lot of people at this university,
and in my own department, who
are certainly as deserving and probably more deserving of recognition
for excellence in teaching.
'Tm struck with a sense of my
own inadequacy, to have to live up
to this. I was pleased and honored
to be selected by the faculty to be
nominated, because it suggests apPhoto: UTPA Public Information
proval from your colleagues."
Dr. Will Davis was named a Minnie Stevens Piper Professor 1993.
Davis was one of two Pan Am
professors nominated by a faculty
also served as acting associate vice
senate committee. Frank Manuella It's a big honor.
president for academic affairs for
was the other.
two years in 1990-92.
Dr. Will Davis
Davis is the third Piper Professor
The Piper Professor Program was
Piper Professor 1993 established by the Minnie Stevens
from Pan American since the program began 35 years ago.
Piper Foundation in 1958 to bring
Earlier recipients were L.A . information submitted by the can- recognition to outstanding achieveYoungman, professor of physics at didates and on letters of recom- ment in college teaching profession
Pan American College in 1964; and mendation submitted by the nomi- in Texas.
Sister M. Geralda Schaefer, associ- nating committee.
Nominations for awards are reate professor of mathematics at Pan
Davis joined the Pan Am faculty quested annually from all accredAmerican University in 1979.
1971. He chaired the English de- ited institutions of higher education
Selection is based on background partment from 1986 to 1991 and in the state.

Bridges fills the gap
as Library Services director
UTPA's newest faculty member, Elionor Bridges, will take over the
position of Library Services director o n September 1. She will
succeed interim director Susan Hancock.
Previously, Bridges held the title of Library Services director at
Pembroke State University in Pembroke, North Carolina. She holds
a doctorate in educational administration and higher edu cation, with
concentration in the administration of academic libraries.
Coming to UTPA was an excellent career move, Bridges said,
given the difference in size between this university and PSU. She
~a.id. tbere were only abQut 3,05)0 stugents at the other school.
.lni~es would not go i,otOtOOtlil aboi,itll,ny c:)13,i;ige.,5 for ti}~,~i,br,_;y,
but said there will be some change in the supervisor-management .
levels.

Policy, from 1 _ _ _ _ __
For these and other reasons, the
amount ofstudents dropping classes
rose over the years.
"Last fall, for example, about 5,000
out of 13,600 students went through
the drop and add process after
classes had already begun," Morris
said.
Students adding and dropping
late doubles the work for the registration staff, he said.
First, the staff must re-write the
schedule of each student registering late , and check the tuition
amount for accurate re-billing, he
said. Then they must wait until after
late registration before sending the
new class roster to each professor.
Because of time constraints between the second summer session
and late telephone fall regis tration,
students will be allowed admittance
to fall arena registration, according
to a list of those who registered for
Summer II, Morris said.
Deadline to change fall schedules
by te lephone is Aug. 18. Students
not meeting the payment deadline
of Aug. 19 w ill be dropped from
their classes, according to the fall
schedule.

Summer I
enrollment
down 1.7 °/o
Adan Gomez
Sta.ff

Trinidad Gonzales
Editor

With the flick of a pen Texas
State Technical College became
South Texas Community College Tuesday when Governor
Ann Richards signed a bill calling for a conversion of the college.
The school will offer academic
and technical education beginning January 1, 1994, Hidalgo
County Judge Edgar Ruiz said.
"South Texas needs more.
South Texas desires more. South
Texas is the future of this state,"
Richards said, addressing an
overflowing auditorium.
Throughout the speech she

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS OF
PROPOSED WORK. The Texas De-

partment of Transportation, District
Office, 600 West Expressway 83, Pharr,
Texas, will accept sealed bids for
INTERIORANDEXTERIORREPAINTING OF DISTRICT OFFICE BUILDING
(HIDALGO CO., DISTRICT OFFICE)
will be received at the 600 West Expressway 83, · Pharr, Texas at 3:30
p.m.,June 17, 1993. Prospective bidders are encouraged to attend a prebid conference which will be held
3:30 p.m., June 10, 1993, at the above
mentioned address. Proposals and
specifications may be obtained at the
pre-bid conference or by contacting
the District Maintenance office at 210702-6132 in Pharr after the pre-bid
conference date.

Summer enrollment for the first
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS OF
PROPOSED WORK. The Texas Desemester is down 1.7% from last
year's figures. The total number of partment of Transportation, District
officc; 1Wq West.Expressway 83, Pharr,
students enrolled for classes is 7009 .
This'figote'is about!i1!!5 shott of lasr .,.Tfxas, wi\l f\Ccc;pt sealed bids for
BROKEN EDGE REPAIR (IIIDALGO
year's figure of 7, 134, according to
(07) CO. FM 1423) will be received at
the Office of Admissions and
the 600 West Expressway 83, Pharr,
Records.
Texas at 2:30 p.m., June 17, 1993.
Reaction, from 1
Prospective bjdders are encouraged
This figure does not include 1,
fair."
to attend a pre-bid conference which
Junior Daniel Tijerina also ex- 081 students who were dropped for
will be held 2:30 p.m. June 10, 1993,
or by contacting the District Maintepressed concern for working stu- non-p~yment, according to Melba
Saenz, Payment and Collections
nance Office at 210-702-6132 in Pharr
dents.
after
the pre-bid conference date.
Manager.
"It's at a disadvantage with students that work," he said, "because
Although the overall total num- NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS OF
they might not have time to come ber of students enrolled for Sum- PROPOSED WORK. The Texas Dein. There should be several op- mer 1 is down by 1.7%, close to partment of Transportation, District
Office, 600 West Expressway 83, Pharr,
tions, two or three days to add or 2,000 students w e re added during
Texas will accept sealed bids for
drop, even to register." ·
Arena registration.
BRUSH REMOVAL (HIDALGO CO.,
Veronica B. Perez, philosophy
"We usually get about 2,000 more US 83, ETC.) will be received at the
freshman from Edcouch also wants
students during arena," said Jodi 6oo West Expressway 83, Pharr, Texas,
at 10:30 a.m., June 17, 1993. Prospecmore time tb add or drop.
Thomas, Admissions and Records. '
tive bidders are encouraged to attend
"It sh ouldn 't be that way," s he
a pre-bid conference which will be
said, "there should be several days.
It doesn't benefit students. Maybe
it cuts down on administration paA/C Repairs
perwork."
A new student, Roel Flores, muTune-Ups
sic senior from Elsa, said the policy
Brake Repairs
change made his transfer to this
university frustrating .
"l'm a transfer student and not
501 N. Closner
quite happy with the educational
Edinburg, TX
system here," he said. "There are
383-1882 • 383-4133
not enough classes and too many
students. The change makes it that
Beeper 318-6137
much harder."

referred to the importances of voting.
"Mark this event because it's an
indicator of South Texas' importance as a political power," she
said. "Your voice and your vote is
your power. You have elected officials that Austin can't ignore."
With the creation of the college,
UTPA may start to concentrate on
creating more doctoral programs,
Dr. Rudolph Gomez, vice president of academic affairs, said.
"It is too early too tell what kind
of impact it will have on the university," Gomez said. "I think we will
work together to be able to better
serve the community."
The admissions committee recently su bmitted a plan to change
admissions policies if certain factors occurred. The plan would take

held 10:30 a.m.,June 10, 1993, at the
above mentioned address. Proposals
and specifications may be obtained at
the pre-bid conference or by contacting the District Maintenance Office at
210-702-6132 in Pharr after the prebid conference date.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS OF
PROPOSED WORK: The Texas De-

partment of Transportation, District
Office, 600 West Expressway 83,
Pharr, Texas, w ill accept sealed bids
for INSTALLATION OF RAISED PAVEMENT MARKINGS (HIDALGO (07)
CO., US 83) will be received at 600
West Expressway 83, Pharr, Texas, at
l :30p.m.,June 17, 1993. Prospective
bidders are encouraged to attend a
pre-bid conference which will be
held at 1:30 p.rn.,June 10, 1993, at the
above mentioned address. Proposals
and specifications may be obtained
at the pre-bid conference or by contacting i.he District Maintenance Office at 210-702-6132 in Pharr after the
pre-bid conference date.
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NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS OF
PROPOSED WORK.The Texas De-

partment of Transportation, District
Office, 6oO West Expressway 83, Pharr,
Texas, will accept sealed bids for
BRUSH REMOVAL (HIDALGO CO.,
DISTRICT YARD) will be received at
the 600 West Expressway 83, Pharr,
Texas, at 10:30 a.m., Monday,June 28,
1993. Prospective bidders are encouraged to attend a pre-bid conference
which will be held at 10:30 a.m.
Monday, June 14, 1993 at the above
mentioned address. Proposals and
specifications may be obtained at the
pre-bid conference or by contacting
the District Maintenance Office at 210702-6132 in Pharr after the pre-bid
conference date.

effect in 1997-98, if approved by
President Miguel Nevarez,
Gomez said.
The factors that could trigger
the admission management
policy would be demographic
pressure, severe restriction in
state funding and a community
college.
The report states, "... demographic pressure combined with
plans for establishing a community college in Hidalgo and Starr
counties contributes to potential
for change in the role played by
UTPA in higher education in
South Texas."
However, until the administration receives feedback from faculty and staff in the fall, "we can't
tell what is going to happen,"
Gomez said.

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS OF
The Texas
PROPOSED WORK:

Department of Transportation, District Office, 6oo West Expressway 83,
Pharr, Texas, will accept sealed bids
for REROOF DISTRICT SIGN SHOP
(HIDALGO CO., DISTRICT SIGN
SHOP) will be received at the 6oo
West Expressway 83, Pharr, Texas, at
4:00 p.m. ,June 17, 1993. Prospective
bidders are encouraged to attend a
pre-bid conference which will be held
at 4:00 p.m., June 10, 1993, at the
above mentioned address. Proposals
and specifications may be obtained at
the pre-bid conference or by contacting the District Maintenance Office at
210-702-6132 in Pharr after the prebid conference date.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS OF
PROPOSED WORK.
The Texas

Department of Transportation, District Office, 6oO West Expressway 83,
Pharr, Texas, will accept sealed bids
for INSTALLATTON OF PAVEMENT
MARKINGS(REFLECTORIZEDPAINT)
(HIDALGO CO., US 83, ETC.) will be
received at 600 West Expressway 83,
Pharr, Texas, at 1:30 pm, Monday,
June 28, 1993. Prospective bidders are
encouraged to attend a pre-bid conference which will be held at 1:30
p.m., Monday, June 14, 1993, at the
above mentioned address. Proposals
and specifications may be obtained at
the pre-bid conference or by contacting the District Maintenance Office at
210-702-6132 in Pharr afterthe pre-bid
conference date.
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For Rent: A/C room, kitchen privileges and garage in McAllen. $23 per
week. 682-3310.
Brotherhood. Peace. Unity. Learn
about the Bahai Faith. Call 464-5382
or write 510 N. 11th, Donna,Tx 78537.

~~e~
The Nall Salon

Arlificlal & Natural
Nail Services
506 W. Unlversly, SuHe D• Edinburg • 380-6588

&tPATO
MEXICAN FOOD TO GO
VALLEY-WIDE

5l{Cen ~Cora{
6y 'Betty, Inc.
1320 N. Closner
Edinburg, Texas
(512) 383-8611

JUNE SPECIAL
TWO ENVUELTOS
•..•.....•...
.................
..••
!i.. WHITE FLOUR

HPATOS
..
··-----------'

TRY'EM , YOU'LL

Y & S MEDICAL
UNIFORM CENTER
Attention Health Career Students

NEW LOCATION!
210 E. Cano • Edinburg, TX
Serving you with quality

at super discount prices.
Lab coats starting at $18.95

(S12) 318-1194
We honor Visa - MasterCard
Layaways Welcome

SOUTH TEXAS BOOK & SUPPLY

LOVE 'EM!

(TOPPED W/ PLENTY OF CHEESE
& RANCHERO SAUCE)

RICE, BEANS AND 16oz. COKE

ONLY $2.99!11
HANDMADE FLOUR
TORTILLAS, HOMEMADE
RECIPES MADE FRESH ON
PREMISES DAILY

BOOKS
New & Used
SUPPLIES
LOW PRICES

NOW OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M. • SUNDAY 9:00 A.M.

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL!
McALLEN (Pecan) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
McALLEN (Bua. 83) ...................................
McALLEN (N. 1oth) . ........ ..................... . ....
EDINBURG ..........................................
BROWNSVILLE .................. ................. _ ..
MISSION ................................... .- . . . . . . . .
WESLACO ..........................................
HARLINGEN .........................................

682-3176
687-8269
682-1576
383-0725
541-0241
585-4545
969-1414
428-6224

1516 W. University (behind Pizza Hut)

380-0345

l~:r,~••ic•n

ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

A ward-winning art

Students comp_
ete for prizes in annual show
Daniel Padilla of Santa Rosa won the
"Best of Show" award in the recent 27th
Annual University of Texas-Pan American
Student Art Show and Competition.
Padilla won the prize of $100 in art
merchandise from Jones Office Supply for
his acrylic painting entitled "Bailarina
Espanola."
He also won the First National Bank of
Edinburg's Goya Purchase Prize of $200 for
the same painting.
All of the art awards will be on display in
the CAS Gallery through June 25. Call the
art department at 381-3840 for gallery hours.
In University Excellence Awards, Padilla's
brother, Manuel Padilla, also of Santa Rosa,

won the sculpture award for his bronze,
"Dancing Lady," and the mixed media
award for his relief panel, "Fragmentation."
He also won the Texas Commerce Bank's
Leonardo Da Vinci Award in Scientific Illustration of a $ 100 U.S. Savings Bond for his
colored pencil drawing entitled "Moth."
Other University Excellence Awards went
to Anna Salinas of Elsa, ceramics, for her
sculpture entitled "Casas de Sanchez;" to
Carey Cramer of McAllen, drawing, for her
untitled pen and ink drawing; to Mateo
Acosta ofHargill, watercolor, for his painting entitled "Mexico;" Noel Palmenez of La
Feria, oil/acrylic painting, for his oil painting entitled "The Storm Awakens All," and

The prizes were awarded
from a field of more than 1oo
entries, according to E.E.
Nichols, associate professor of art.
for printmaking for his intaglio print entitled "Head of Constantine;" Claudia Garcia
ofReynosa, photography, for her black and
white photograph entitled ·•Anoranzas;"
and Caron Davis of McAllen, jewelry, for
her silver piece entitled "Berry C~.scade."

Privately-funded awards and purchase
prizes went to Mateo Acosta, John Marin
Watercolor Award of $100 for his painting,
"Mexico;" Ana Salinas, Osment Award {n
Sculpture of$50 for her work entitled "Casa
de Sanchez;" Caron Davis, Cellini Award in
Jewelry of $ 50 for her silver piece entitled
"Synthesis;" and Carey Cramer, Calligra phics
Award for her untitled pen and ink drawing.
Other funded awards went to Noel
Palmenez, South Texas Book and Supply's
Rembrandt Award in Printmaking for his
etching entitled "Head of Constantine;"
Dorine Willis of Edinburg, Matisse Award
in Drawing, sponsored by Gable-Prince

Gallery of McAllen, for her colored pencil
drawing entitled "Summer Harvest;" Caron
Davis, the Dowell's Jewelry $100 in merchapdise award for her silver work, "Cat
House;" Maria Villarreal, the Color Graphic
Press Award of $100 for her acrylic painting
entitled "Ecstasy;" and Eloisa Castillo, the
Crafts, Etc. Award in art merchandise. for
her pen and ink drawing entitled "Parrots."
The prizes were awarded from a field of
more than 100 entries, according to E.E.
Nichols, associate professor of art. The
awards were presented. by Nichols, art
professor Dr. Norm Browne, and Dean
Mark Glazer of the College of Arts and
Sciences.

PPortun
it
Y
~-Career
Student Ran~om earns Dallas internship
... :~

Lydia Puente

Not only will I be exposed to all different
types of theatre, I will
also be able to meet
experienced actors and
other· people from the
industry.

Sta.ff

Apart from parodying "Rambo," "Hot Shots: Part Deux"
does contain some tender moments like this one.

Hot Shots: Part Deux!
It has action! It has adventure! It has romantic love scenes
involving spaghetti, but most of all it has the Energizer Bunny
getting blown up! It's "Hot Shots: Part Deux!"
In this sequel, Topper Harley (Charlie Sheen) retires from the
army and lives a life of tranquility with a tribe of monks after
realizing the army was too much for him to handle. However,
his simple life comes to an end when the army and C.I.A. come
looking for him to help them rescue hostages in Saudi Arabia
from the clutches of Saddam Hussein.
·
Our hero, undecided because of past encounters with the
army, refuses the offer made to him. Finally, after a little
convincing from the CJ.A. agent in the erotic-made-stupid sex
scene, he decides that he will go through with the rescue.
"Hot Shots: Part Deux!" is a classic comedy, as it makes fun
of other movies such as "Lady and the Tramp" and "Rambo,"
to name a few. See it. 0 - Omar Gonzalez

Llke Water for Chocolate
Love and the daily ritual of eating are intertwined iri the
Mexican film "Like Water for Chocolate" as two lovers are
caught in a tradition that keeps them apart- a tradition which
dictates the youngest daughter has to care for her mother until
she dies.
Tita's (Lumi Cavazos) intense conflict with her dominating
mother Mama Elena (Regina Tome) over her frustrated love
quietly permeates the movie until it bursts like Tita and her
lover Pedro (Marco Leonardi) finally do.
This rich film is at once humorous, passionate and sad. The
mix of a well-crafted script, superb acting and directing leaves
the audience amazed that a movie could be so full and-fulfilling.
"Like Water for Chocolate" is one of those gems of art that one
must experience. @ - Trinidad Gonzales

Dragon
The accidental death of action-film star Brandon Lee added
a new, eerie dimension to the myths surrounding father Bruce
Lee. The elder Lee spawned a legion of adepts who yearned to
emulate the fighting techniques in his films.
Scarce few months after the death of son Brandon and 20
years after Bruce's mysterious passing, director Rob Cohen
attempts to bring them both back to life in the biopic, "Dragon:
The Bruce Lee Story."
"Dragon" dramatically recounts Lee's life as a series of fights:
in Hong Kong, he fights a group of drunken British sailors who
get too rowdy at a party; in America, he fights his co-workers
in a Chinese restaurant.
Newcomer Jason Scott Lee ("Map of the Human Heart") stars
as the famous fighter, and displays a true, commanding screen
presence. Lauren Holly shines as Lee's white, American wife,
Linda, a role she plays with conviction and strength.
Inevitably, "Dragon" is an ente rtaining ride, especially due to
the fine acting by the unknown leads and the spectacular fight
sequences. Martial arts films fans will definitely find much to
cheer for in "Dragon." Q - Alvaro Rodriguez

Posse
Hot on the heels the incredible success of Clint Eastwood's
revisionist Western "Unforgiven" comes one of the summer's
most interesting films. Mario Van Peebles stars in and directs
"Posse," a Western about a gang of Black cowboys in the 1800s.
In Cuba during the Spanish-American War, a predominantly
Black infantry led by a sociopathic general (Billy Zane) engages
in a suicidal attack against the Spanish army. Several soldiers
are elected to join the attack to overtake the enemy's camp.
Jesse (Peebles) and his fellow soldiers (including Stephen
Baldwin and Tone Loe) storm the camp and find a chest of gold
pieces. An alte rcation with the general ensues, and Jesse and
his cronies manage to escape on a cargo ship to America.
The soldiers have become kind of attached to Jesse, but]esse
has some unfinished business to take care of back in the states.
Soon, a con man and gambler dubbed Father Time (played by
rapper Big Daddy Kane) joins Jesse's gang. But Jesse is
interested in payback, and returns to his fathe r's settlement for
freed slaves to do it.

Providing technical support,
coordinating travel plans for
visiting drama companies, and
acting as stage manager are just a
few of the many duties drama
senior Cindy Ransom will have as
the assistant project coordinator
of the "Festival of the Unfamiliar,"
a national summer drama festival
in Dallas presented by the
prestigious Theatre Three drama
company.
Ransom is the recipient of a
summer internship sponsored by
Exxon in conjunction with
Theatre Three.
Ransom said this internship is
the first of its kind.
"Exxon has sponsored other
arts internships before for professionals and post-graduates, but
this is the first year they are
providing internships for undetgraduates," Ransom said. ,
Ransom was contacted by Jack
Alder, artistic director and
founder of Theatre Three.
"He heard of me through Dr,
(Linda) Donahue (communications professor and University
Box Office manager) because
they were both on the Texas
Commission on the Arts and he
figured I would be interested in
such an internship," she said.
Lasting from June 2 to July 8,
the festival will bring many
diverse theatre troupes from
across the nation to Dallas.
Ransom sees this as the opportunity of a lifetime.

Cindy Ransom
drama senior
theatre more efficiently," Ransom
said.
Ransom said she plans to look
into several acting agencies in the
Dallas area.
"I only have to work in the
mornings so I'll have plenty of
time to seek out other opportunities in the area," she said.
Ransom said she will be living
with her sister to save money.
"With this extra money I'll be'
able to buy things like profes-· '
sional promo shots and other
things the agencies require," she
said.
Ransom had planned to help
teach PACT, the Pan American
-·-The Pan American/Laura K~ Kertesz Children's Theatre group, this
Cindy Ransom is the recipient of a summer internship in Dallas. summer.
"Not only will I be exposed to
Ransom will be helping out in
"PACT won't be canceled," she
all different types of theatre, I will the festival with administrative
said. "Jeff Marquis offered to help
also be able to meet experienced and production duties.
me aqd he will be taking over my
actors and other people from the
As subscription manager at the spot this summer."
industry," she said.
University Box Office, she hopes
Despite the pressure of such a
Ransom said networking with
to learn new ways to run the
job, Ransom looks forward to her
theatre .
other professionals can be scary
summer.
"Working for such a large
at first.
"It will be hard but it will be a
"You have to literally sell
production company I'm sure I'll
challenging and learning experiyourself," Ransom said. ''.(It) is n9t learn some things that we can .
ence," she said. "I'm grateful for
as easy as it seems."
implement here to help run the
this opportunity."
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Yes, Virginia, there is a music scene

Recent concerts show spark of musical life
Alvaro Rodriguez
Arts and Entertainment Editor

llff' Editor's Note: This is the
first in a series of articles, columns and reviews designed to
coveranew,emergingandgrowing music scene in the Valley. If
you are in a band and think you
deserve some coverage, call The
Pan American at 381-2525 and
ask for AL
And just when you thought the
music scene was dead ...
On May 22, six bands and about
150 concertgoers converged on
Trenton Point, a dance haH between McAllen and Edinburg, for
what was billed as "the last alternative funk-punk show of the semester."
Most of the bands had members
either enrolled in area high schools
or UTPA.
The show began slightly before 7.
p.m. with Belief, a self-described
"alternative" band, who claimed to
have written a lot of originals in the
last week. Belief boasted a new
drummer who has been playing
with them for about one month,
although the core of the band has
existed in various incarnations for
the past year and a half.
Performing competent covers of
Pearl JalTl'S "Alive" and "Even flow,"
Violent Femmes' "Blister in the Sun,"

and Soul Asylum's "Somebody to
Shove," Belief peppered their show
with a few originals.
The Shiners followed Belief with
a total-originals set including the
songs "Mood Shift" and "Episodes."
The Shiners' set was dark and
moody, the kind of music you'd
expect to hear at a sideshow in a
sick carnival, as the bassist and
singer hovered around the band's
most notable asset, its incredible
drummer.
Victoria Secret (they recently
dropped the ·apostrophe-S) took
the stage next. Describing themselves as a twist of Jane's Addiction
and The Doors, Victoria Secret
played swooping originals and a
grunge-heavy reworking of "L.A.
Woman." Fans begged for an encore, and the band acceded with a
powerful take on Nena's "99
Luftballoons."
A funk outfit dubbed Word came
fourth in line but probably first in
the audience's approval. Complete
with a three-man horn section, Word
brought nothing but good vibes
into the auditorium, covering War's
"Low Rider" and funking up 'The
Brady Bunch" theme song. Word is
the unique kind of band that can
handle both Cypress Hill's "I Could
Just Kill a Man" and the "Rocky"
theme song with power and conviction. Unfortunately, Word's terrific bassist is leaving the band to
attend college in some bigger city,

and mo:3-ned in time, stopping occasionally to get back in tune or
switch instruments.
Stalwarts Victoria Secret followed
with their trademark, droning wash
of sound held together by a blister.
ing drummer. Resuming their covers of "L.A. Woman" and Jane's
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.;...._ _ _ _ Addiction's "Oceania," Victoria Sebut they will regroup soon. Catch cret pleased the crowds.
Indigo Mind, the band responthem if you can.
College Station's Buddachest went sible for organizing Wednesday's
on fifth, performing songs from show, played third. A mix of jazz
their upcoming single. Buddachest and noise, with the occasional hint
also performed a sped-up Blondie's of Rush-inspired performance, Indigo Mind closed their set with a
"Heart of Glass."
The show closed with hard rock- soft, accordion-driven ditty called
ers Destiny. Destiny's bassist and "Magic Marker."
rhythm guitarist had some technical
Buddachest stuck around until
difficulties but performed . a solid Wednesday to peddle their compiset. W~ile their covers of Led lation record of Blondie covers. But
Zeppelin's "Immigrant Song" and by the time their second monotoGuns 'N' Roses' "Sweet Child of nous number swirled around, they
Mine" were a bit shaky, Destiny had become unbearable.
really came through on some pow-· My apologies to Confused. The
erful originals, including "I Love to punk-metal band has existed for
Love You" and a cover of The several years and are highly reGuess Who's "American Woman." garded by people in the scene.
The Shiners also returned WednesA second Trenton Point show
was held Wednesday, May 26, fea- day, ·but it is unknown at press time
turing Indigo Mind, Victoria Secret, whether or not they were allowed
Buddachest, Confused, and to perform.
The Shiners have just completed
Encotresis.
Seemingly slapped together in a· a dark, underproduced but potent
ragtag way, Encotresis began the demo of nine strong songs includshow by thanking other bands fo r ing "With Bats" and "Carnival
the loan of their equipment. With Hom~." If you'd like to get a copy,
purposefully sloppy songs that fall write to: Dustin, 2316 N. Bryan
a part atthe seams, the band groaned Road, Mission, Texas, 78572.

A funk outfit dubbed
Word came fourth in
line (at May 22 show)
but probablyfirst in the
audience's approval.
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Gallery announces
contest winners
Lydia Puente
Sta.ff

Before school officially let out last
semester, Gallery magazine students
had the chance to unwind in the
middle of finals week at an awards
reception in the CAS lobby.
Judy Vinson, dean of students,
presented awards in various categories on May 12 to students who
submitted exceptional work to the
publication which showcases literary and artistic talent on campus.
Winners included:
Prose - "The Quiet Game,· Robin
Wood, first place; "Gren's Mirror,"
Omar I. Rodriguez, second; "Carne
Picada," Andres Esquivel, Jr., third
place; and honorable mentions "The
Aroma of Skunk," Bruce Peterson,
and "The Picture," Sonia G. Cantu.
Poetry- "Absinthe," Robin Wood,
first place; "This is Madeline Nicole,"
Marianita Escamilla, second place;
"A Chair for Maniacs," Edwin R.
Everett, third place; and honorable
mentions "Taco Cabana," Andres
Esquivel, Jr., and "Whore," Raul
Chapa.
Art Work - "The Element," Juan
Moreno, first place; "The Bridge of
Virus," Stephen Franklin, second
place; "E!Juego de la Vida," Xavier
Garza, third place; and honorable
mentions "Tire Tracks from the Past,"
Cindy Valderas, and "It's Easy to
Find You," Omar I. Rodriguez.
Photos - "Peaceful Ground:;,~'.
Daniel Hernandez, first place; "Pon-

dering," Ric Ceron, second place;
"El Puente Negro," Claudia Garcia
Cantu, third place; and honorable
mention "Aging with Beauty," Daniel
Hernandez.
Elda Portales, English junior and
Gallery contributor, said she was
very impressed by the quality of
writing in the magazine.
"The magazine is good but it
needs more exposure," she said.
"There are plenty of talented students out there who are not English
or art majors who haven't heard of
Gallery."
Another contributor agreed.
"Not only does the magazine need
~ore exposure'. but it would be nice
if we were given more time to
submit our works," Esmerelda Leyva,
English senior, said.
D_r. Patricia De la Fuente, faculty
~dv1s~r for the class, said product1on ume should be longer.
"I would eventually like to spread
the class over two semesters," she
said, "with the poster design and
cover design done in the fall semester and the actual magazine design
done during the spring semester."
De la Fuente added that she was
very pleased by the results of the
class.
"They worked very hard on this
issue," she said. "It was an extraordinary team effort and it shows in
the magazine."
Gallery can still be purchased for
$4 at the University Press office in
CAS 266.

Flesh and Bone
"Skeleton Woman"
Silver Wave Records
The voice of "Skeleton Woman"
is a native drum beating, a cello
weeping, a piano murmuring, with
the jingle of a tambourine, and the
chanting/humming of female and
male voices. The combination of
this mix takes the listener back to a
time when communication was
done by sound; and solely the tone
of that sound carried its meaning.
The songs on
album were
inspired by the story "Skeleton
Woman" in "Women Who Run
With The Wolves: Myth and Stories
of the Wild Woman Archetype" by
Clarissa Pinkola Estes, Ph.D., according to vocalist Chris White. The
story of the "Skeleton Woman" tells
of a young girl who was thrown
into the sea by her father for doing
somethingofwhichhedisapproved
The girl drowns and her bones
cometorestatthebottomofthesea
until a fisherman's hook gets caught
in her rib cage, pulling her up.
Caught up in his fishing lines, she is
dragged all the way back to his hut
where he becomes compassionate
and untangles her.
To find out the rest of the story of
the "Skeleton Woman " check out
this New Age soother.' This album
conveys its message through sound
to a spiritual side of us, showing
that love slowly learns to rise and
become one with us. _ Trinidad

this

Gonzales

Dick Dale pounds through his new rock record, "Tribal Thunder."
cyclical track.
In effect, "San Francisco Days" is
filled with melodic ditties, some
even espousing yodel-like vocals
from the man who crooned "Nobody loves no one." This record
offers much of the same, and Isaak
spices things up with a few leftfielders. - Alvaro Rodriguez
Thanks to Sound Warehouse
for loan of Chris Isaak's CD.

Thanks to Sound Warehouse Emilio Navaira & Grupo Rio
for loan of Flesh and Bone's CD. "Emilio Navaira: Live"
Capitol/EMI Latin Records
Chris Isaak
Hot Capitol/EMI Latin recording
"San Francisco Days"
artist Emilio Navaira and Grupo Rio
Reprise Records
have certainly lived up to their
Despite the inclusion of a few talents with their latest album,
fast-paced tracks on Chris Isaak's "Emilio Navaira: Live," offering 16
new album, "San Francisco Days" different hits with two new addicannot escape from its own serene, tional songs that provide a variety
dusty ambience. It's so laid back as of entertainment.
to be almost intimidating-a hot
Navaira'smostrecenthit, "La Rama
breath of evening followed by a Del Mesquite," provides an excelcool breeze. It's that kind of a lent rhythm with the ever popular
record.
old-fashioned, traditional accordion
Isaak's influences are well felt on where both Navaira and his brother,
this, his fourth outing. His Roy Raul, harmonize to perfection. The
Orbison-flavored voice coats tracks driving upbeat is excellent for danclike the first single, "Can't Do a ing and has a slow finish to bring
Thing (To Stop Me)," with a mystic, the song to a climactic conclusion.
dreamy quality.
The slow and romantic rhythm in
"Except the New Girl" is sweet, "Juntos" provides a magical and
low-key pop while "Waiting" is an inspirational guitar strumming alqng
even softer love ballad.
with Navaira's lead vocals would
But Isaak goes for the jugular on make couples cherish the moment
the album's rowdiest song, "Round together, hoping that the night
and Round," a noisy but catchy would never end.

"Que Bonito Fuera," with a simple
guitar beat in the beginning, is later
supported by a fast and strong driving drum beat with the musical
harmony of both brothers.
It's cumbia time with "Fijate
Mama," an uneven beat with a keyboard and saxophone background
provides a danceable, enjoyable
atmosphere.
Pete Ybarra, accordion player,
songwriter of "Pete's Squeeze" and
"Apachurrale" will put you in the
mood to dance the night away to
some old time rancheras.
Navaira's new album also provides some of his hottest hits such
as "Como Le Hare," "Naciste Para
Mi," and "Sensaciones" to kick up
your heels for awhile.
"Emilio Navaira: Live" is definitely
worth the buy for those who love
the traditional rancheras and slow
songs with the accordion providing
the fast rhythm to put you in the
dancing mood. - Melissa Mata
Dick Dale

ous storm it is.
Dale's approach to the instrument is maniacal, as evidenced in
his earliest hits like "Let's Go
Trippin'."On "Tribal Thunder," Dale
hasn't softened one bit.
From the electricity shooting
through "Nitro," the album's opening track and first single, to the hot,
Spanish stylings of"Esperanza," Dale
thunders aggressively into the '90s
and shows no signs of stopping.
Dale was never really able to
branch out in popularity further
than his home state, but the wide
release of "Tribal Thunder" should
rectify that. Dale is one of the lost
heroes of rock guitar, and with new
bands riding the wave of new, socalled "alternative" music culling
their riffs from the guitar giants of
the '50s and '6os, especially distortion-mongers like Link Wray, it's
about time Dale gets the attention
he deserves.
And if "Tribal Thunder" strikes
your fancy, Rhino Records, those
stalwarts of cool music, has released "King of the Surf Guitar: Dick
Dale, " a compendium of Dale's
greatest hits including a guitar duel
with the late Stevie Ray Vaughan on
The Chantays' classic "Pipeline,"
from the "Back to the Beach"
soundtrack. - Alvaro Rodriguez

Henry Threadgill
"Too Much Sugar for a Dime"
Island Records
Henry Threadgill's "Too Much
Sugar for a Dime" is one of the most
interesting jazz recordings in recent
memory. Combining elements of
traditional jazz with Eastern and
African influences, Threadgill's result is a sometimes dark musical
mix that never fails.
"Too Much Sugar for a Dime"
opens with the paranoid "Pocket
Sized Demons," an electric guitaraccented, 11-minute song that reads
like a guided tour of hell and its
small minions described in the title.
"Pocket Sized Demons" , is 1/--fo lowed by "In Touch," at times
resounding samba cut with bizarre,
Old World, gypsy vocals.
Threadgill's sey-le leans toward
the avant-garde, and his troupe of
talented musicians keep things happily within reason. But the spontaneity of "Paper Toilet" and "Better
Wrapper/ Better Unrapped" breathe
new life into the record.
With time signatures as complex
as you might expect, "Too Much
Sugar" is too good. - A/v(lro

"Tribal Thunder"
Hightone Records
Yes, it's that Dick Dale. The grandfather, the godfather, the patron of
surf guitar, Dick Dale made his
splash in the early 1960s in California as the premiere master of the
form. Influencing musicians as diverse as Jimi Hendrix and Sonic
Youth, Dale returns to the scene
with a new, 12-track epic called
"Tribal Thunder," and what a glori- Rodriguez
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Without giving too much away,
director Peebles has crafted a richly
textured film full of wit and wisdom. Using swooping Steadicam
shots, Peebles' film might be dubbed
"Old Jack City."
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Broncs Coach Adams nets trio of hot basketball recruits
our assistant coach, Kelly Green. Rone will
be a very solid addition to our program,"
Three athletes signed letters of intent last Adams said.
month to play for the men's basketball
Rone was the leading scorer in Chicagoteam next season.
area high schools three seasons ago when
Terrance Rone, 6-1 guard, Kelon Haynie, he averaged 32 points, eight rebounds and
6-5 forward and Greg Black, 6-0 guard, are four assists.
Coach Mark Adams' prospective building
At Midland, Rone averaged 14.1 points,
blocks for a champion basketball team.
4.7 rebounds, 2.6 assists and 2.9 steals per
"Terrance Rone comes from a great game. He earned All-Region honors and
program at Midland Junior College, where was All-Conference in the Western Junior
he was coached by Steve Green, brother of College Athletic Conference.

From Sports Information

Two Broncs take
conference titles;
Ortega sets record
Lady Broncs Elizabeth Ortega and
Tonya Bailey brought home the
UTPA Sunbelt conference track
championships last month.
Ortega, a sophomore from El Paso,
captured an 800 meter victory after
setting a school record in the
prelims.
Bailey, a junior from Ennis, cleared
40 feet, 3/4 inches to break the
triple jump record for the Sun Belt
Conference,
"I came in here with a
positive attitude," said
Ortega.
"It was a very
competitive field.
On the last lap I
· knew I was pretty
strong in the last 200.
I felt like I was flying."
Ortega ran a 2: 10:57,
shaving a fraction of a
second off the record set by
Debbie Devine in 199(). ·
Ortega's teammate Bailey
defended her title and was pleased
with her 40-foot-plus triple jump.
"This was a little bit better than
last year," Bailey said.
"I was expecting a big fight from
Arkansas State's Malisa Harriot. She's
young and she's strong and she
gave o. good fight. Thank God_I

I felt like I was flying
Elizabeth Ortega
Bronc Track Team
came through."
In the men's competition, Dennis
Chapman took fourth in the high
jump for the Broncs.
David Hunter ·cook
fifth in the long jump
and Ben Sandoval
placed eighth in the
long jump. J.B.
Pruitt finished
second in the 400
hurdles as the
Broncs'
top
performer.
"Our highlights
were victories by
Bailey and Ortega," Coach
Reid Harter said.
"Pruitt was in the lead with 100
meters to go and he chopped two
hurdles that hurt him a little bit."
Overall we did very well as a
team in a very tough league."
As predicted, the Lady Broncs
took fifth in their division and the
men finished seventh in the 10team conference.

Following the season, he played in the
Texas JC All Star game and Texas vs. USA
All-Star game.
At Midland, Haynie ranked second in
rebounds (170) and led the team in assists
(120) on a 23-9 ball club when he was a
freshman.
He also scored 10.2 points, fourth on a
team that averaged 91.5.
Greg Black, a strong 19()-pound guard is
a new Bronc athlete transferring as a junior
out of Indianapolis, Indiana and Eastern

He averaged 12 points, six rebounds, six
assists and four steals. He also hit 49
percent of his field goals, 4 5 percent of his
three-pointers and 75 percent of his free
throws to earn All-Region honors. "Greg is
the type of player who makes the players
around him better," Adams said.
Together with returning players such as
Chris
Clay and last seasons NCAA scoring
Black's scoring, rebounding and passing
helped Eastern Wyoming Junior College leader, Greg Guy these new additions to
reach the regionalJUCO finals the past two the team have Adams very optimistic for
seasons.
next season.
Wyoming College.
"Greg Black is very intelligent and a great
leader on the court," Adams said, "He is
also a very good passer. He has a good
strong body and he comes from a great
program, coached by Bob Davis at Eastern
Wyoming."

Bronc pitcher eyes the big leagues
Major league baseball draft starts today
happen," baseball coach Al Ogletree
· said. "We'd like to have him here,
sports Editor
but if he gets a hundred thousand or
Marc Ottmers, a second-team two hundred thousand dollars ...
All Sun Belt Conference baseball that's good too."
Although the Broncs finished the
selection, is expected to be playing
baseball with the "big boys" after season in last place in the league
this year, Ottmers felt that two
today.
"June 3 is when I will be drafted," positive things came out of it.
"Two good things that came out
Ottmers said Monday in a
telephone interview from his home of this season were Coach Al's
in San Antonio. "From there, I (Ogletree) 1, 100th win and my going
will get a contract with a team in into the draft," Ottmers said. "I
the minor leagues where they think the main reason we didn't do
will try to get me ready to play for so well this year was that we had a
lot of new guys who had just
the pros."
Through the year Ottmers has transferred and no one had really
been getting phone calls from played together before. Basically,
agents and teams interested in we just didn't score enough runs."
Ottmers is awaiting the draft results
him.
"We figured that's what would with nervous anticipation.

Carrie W. Sanguinetti

I'm just nervous
because of the wait
to find out what's
going to happen.
Marc Ottmers
Bronc baseball player
"I'm not nervous about playing,
Ottmers said. 'Tm just nervous
because of the wait to find out
what's going to happen. All I can
really do is just wait."
Although he's disappointed at
the probable, loss of his star player,
Ogletree said "If he's gonna do it,
he might as well do it when he's
young. He's been in school three
years·now so he doesn't have too
much more to go."

Marc Ottmers finished last
season ranked 15th in the
nation among top college
prospects for the pros.
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Budgetary problems stifle
Dance
Dance
Dance
plans for SGA day care project Students blaze new rhythmic trails
Arminda
Munoz

Staff

A day care project started by last
year's administration is at a standstill, Student Government Association President Nancy Fitzgerald said.
"Back in January, Dr. (Miguel)
Nevarez (university president) said
the center would be ready by the
fall," Fitzgerald said, "(but) it's not
going to be ready."
The project, started under the
Martin Torres administration, has
been delayed, Elvie Davis, assistant dean, said.
Because finances were tight, she
said, the task force was unable to
inspect several campuses with day
care facilities.
"The funds to do that travel ran
out," Davis said.
However, Deborah Sullivan,
member of the day care center task
force, will visit UT-El Paso on her
own, Davis said.
Although the task force has sufficient data from various universities with centers, it is important to
observe how a center functions
first-hand, Santosh Skariah, graduate student and newly appointed

We want to do a thorough job ... (so) we can
come up with a quality center.

Elvie Davis, SGA adviser
member of the task force, said.
Davis agreed, and said she doesn't
want to rush the project.
"We don't want to finalize any
recommendations. We want to do
a thorough job... (so) we can come
up with a quality center," Davis
said.
SGA wants to wait until the administrative reporL is complete before continuing the project, Jessica
Guerrero, SGA vice president, said.
"We need a concrete timetable
so we can push or pull in any
direction," she said.
During a meeting last week two
new senators were sworn in.
The two senate vacancies were
filled by Dotti Shelton from the
School of Education and Skariah.
Both were approved by unanimous vote.
A senator-at-large position remains vacant.
In reference to activities during
the summer, Fitzgerald said she
hopes the senate will prepare for
the fall.

A mandatory orientation is scheduled next month to help senators
with parliamentary procedure and
to .understand the SGA constitution.
SGA will also meet with UPB
and other campus officers in a
leadership conference scheduled
in August.
Also, Fitzgerald said she hopes to
fill academic and campus life committees and have a budget ready
before the fall.
"By the time school starts, we'll
have that done," Fitzgerald said.
Other goals Fitzgerald has set
include improving communication
between campus clubs and identifying the problems with the school
of education.
"We've had a lot of complaints
about the students (having) their
classes canceled," Fitzgerald said.
These projects, however, will not
get underway until the fall.
"We're just getting organized ..
it's real hard to get people motivated in the summer," she said.

Student Union

Task force plans transition
Also, the student union proposal needs revision,
Sharkey said.
Staff
A proposal was written by the student senate and
submitted to the administration last April addressing
A scheduled meeting for the student union task concerns over budgetary and policy-making control
force fizzled out after no students attended last week. for the Student Union Advisory Committee.
"The administration refused to sign (the proposal)
The task force planed to cre;i.te a transition team but
will delay action until its next meeting scheduled for- unless it gives administrative oversight," she said.
3 p.m. June 24 at UC 307 according to Mary Carrizales,
Dean of Students Judy Vinson canceled a scheduled
UPB president and task force member.
"The transition team's (objective is) to set a referen- referendum after administrators and a task force,
dum date, (decide) the make-up of the advisory created to represent students, could not come to
committee and the language of the proposal," Pat terms.
"The proposal (determines) what kind of power we
Sharkey, task force member said.
The student union advisory committee would serve want as students," Carrizales said.
Once the transition team is formed, committees will
as a forum for students to bring up any grievances
concerning student union funds, according to be set up to work on the proposal and the SUAC,
according to Carrizales.
Carrizales.
"We're hoping to get all this done during the
"The (transition teain) needs to decide whether the
committee will be appointed or voted on by the summer so we can have the referendum by the fall,"
Carrizales said.
students," Carrizales said.

Arminda Munoz

Newspaper garners ACP praise
Pan American earns All American rating
Veanne Fraser
Sta.ff

The Fall 1992 issues of The Pan
American recently earned an All
American rating from the Associated Collegiate Press, with four
marks of distinction.
This is the third time The Pan

The Fall 1992 issues covered a
wide range of subjects from alcohol awareness lo the national presidential election.
One judge stated that the Sept.
17, 1992 issue exhibited "good attention and follow-up on student
government and voting issues."
Another aspect the judges praised
was the coverage of cultural events.

American has received the All
American rating.
Marks of distinction are awarded
to sections of the paper that are
judged to be outstanding.
Sections that earned high marks
were art and graphics, layout and
design, coverage and content, and
leadership for the coverage of Student Government Association.

It's a few minutes before the
Blazers hit the stage'. Tension
grows and adrenaline pumps
as the dancers wait in line
anxiously waiting for the music
to start.
Silky hair is gathered at the
sides and sprayed to a shiny
slickness. Eyelids flutter under
the heavy mascara and colorful
eyeshadow, and a thick red
smudge of rouge highlights
each cheek. Dressed in white
shoes, with shiny green, longsleeved tops and matching
mini-skirts, the girls are ready.
Five ... six ... seven...eight. ..and
the music starts.
'ftie girls move quickly and
enthusiastically to the beat of
"Daisy Dukes," a rap song by
Duce. The final piece is a
collaboration of shape, flow
and pizzazz.
For any young dancer, a
debut in a new atmosphere
and with new dancing partners
is a big challenge, but not for
these 14 Blazers.
Until recently, finding a
university dance squad for
Valley women was unheard of.
But as of the spring semester,
with the development of the
UTPA Blazers dance team,
women now have the opportunity to develop or continue
their dancing skills.
"In the early 80's there was
already a dance team, but it
fizzled out," Charlie Caceres,
Blazer coach, said. "The idea
lingered on and the more we
got involved with the idea the
more it expanded."
Caceres, also a cheerleader
coach, felt that even though
the university already had a
dance ensemble and folkoric
dance team, there was still
something missing.
"With this dance team we
want to get back the team
spirit," Claudia Mejia, a sophomore dietetic major and Blazer
team captain, said. "We want
to get more involvement from
students and let the community know we have a dance
team."
After announcing the arrival
of the dance team through
flyers and posters, Caceres
brought in outside professionals to judge the performances
of the girls. At the end of the
line tryouts, 14 girls were
selected.
Pushing their luck, several
girls tried out for officers.
Among them, Mejia, a Pharr
native, was selected as team

The Pan American/Laura K. Kertesz

Blazer captain Claudia Mejia dances at a recent performance.

With this dance team
we want to get back
the team spirit. We
want to get more involvement from students and let the community know we have
a dance team.
Claudia Mejia
Blazer team captain
captain; Denise Farias and
Beverlee Degollado, both of
McAllen, were selected as second
lieutenant.
"I was very surprised," Mejia,
said with a smile as Farias and
Degollado confirm her response.
"I was undecided about trying
out because I did not know what
to expect," she said. It's been
real fun."
According to Mejia, the goal of

the team is to promote school
spirit and be the best possible
team they can be.
The team will perform during
basketball games, help cheerleaders with camp, and already
have verbal agreements to
perform at high school variety
shows and Klub X in McAllen.
As part of the community
involvement, the team is
scheduled to perform June 26
as part of the Ultrashots event
by the Rio Grande River.
The Blazers consist of Mejia,
Farias, Degollado, Corie
Castillo, Patty Calvillo, Brigette
Estrada, Melissa Hernandez,
Sarah Ybarra, Alicia Guerrero,
Cris Torres, Kristen Alaniz,
Bettie Lopez, Cynthia Gonzalez
and Laurie Salazar.
"We have a lot of pressure
right now because it is a new
dance team and we have to set
standards for ourselves and the
team," Mejia said.
"But I know we can do it and
hopefully we will be seen with
prestige," she said.

UTPA may end open admissions by 1997
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cannot adequately cope with the growth,
nor with the expansion of desired proSta.ff
grams, the report states.
UTPA's role in higher education in South
Open admissions may end by Fall 1997 Texas may soon change. Demographic
if guidelines from the admissions commit- pressure is building and two community
tee are accepted by President Miguel colleges are about to be built in Hidalgo
Nevarez next year.
and Starr counties.
The UTPA Admissions Committee has
Texas Governor Ann Richards signed a
prepared a report of recommendations bill recently in McAllen, allowing for the
which include guidelines to enforce a establishment of tl1e schools. These new
policy limiting the number of students . institutions will take some of the burden
who are eligible to enroll at this university. off of UTP A, which has been the primary
Carol Rausch, assistant to the university source of higher education in the Rio
president, said the President's Council has Grande Valley, and the only school offerreviewed the recommendations report and ing a four-year degree.
that a final decision is unlikely until next
The most effective procedure, the report
fall.
states, is to adopt admissions criteria that
State funding limitations and the quickly- permit the administration to manage the
rising number of students entering UTPA increase in entering students.
have placed a burden on the school,
\'v'hen preparing the report, the commitaccording to a report prepared in April. As tee established an index number that,
things stand now, facilities and faculty when calculated for all applicants to the

Adan Gomez

f
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university, would produce a consistent
index reflecting probability of successfully
completing a degree program.
The index number is used to assign
ranking for admission.
If the university finds itself with financial
limitations requiring it to limit the number
of incoming freshmen, students will be
admitted by the highest admission index
scores (AIS) until all slots are filled, according to the report of recommendations.
Along with establishing the AIS, the
committee addressed the problem of admitting students with little possibility of
completing degree requirements.
Under the open admissions policy, each
year students are admitted with low scores
in the false hopes of completing degree
requirements.
Therefore, the committee recommended
that students with a calculated AIS of 1.0 or
less could still achieve admission to the
university by taking remedial courses in

English and math at one of the community
colleges.
The performance on such courses would
be included in the calculation of AIS for
consideration of admission to the university.
In addition, the Admissions Committee
recommended the following policies and
procedures for admissions:
When all documents are received, the
process of admission evaluation will be
based on the following criteria:
•Students submitting a transcript from
an accredited high school where they are
ranked in the upper 25 percent of the
student's class at the time of application, or
who score 21 or greater on the ACT will be
accorded "Automatic Admission" status to
the university.
• Students not meeting the above criteria
will have an AIS calculated for the student

See Admissions, p. 3
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Writer contemplates ethnic identity in society

H

as this ever happened to you?
You walk into a prospective
employer's office to fill out an
application and while doing
so, you come across a question that makes
you think twice about your identity in
society.
The question asks to which ethnic group
you belong.
Well, you think, this shouldn't be too
hard! So you go through the choices
confidently, knowing that it won't be long
before you 're onto the next question.
Okay, well, .. let's see, I'm not AfricanAmerican, I'm not Asian. American Indian ... ? Nope. Here we are .... Hispanic? ...
Yes, indeed! ... oh, wait a minute, ... Latin?..
I guess, maybe, oh hold on a second,
... Mexican-American? Yeah, that's it! Or is
it?
Okay, so maybe it's just a little exaggerated, but it is true that on almost every
employment application one is asked to
name his ethnicity. Many, if not all of the
applications have two choices for Hispanics: Hispanic or Mexican-American.

My question is why? What's the difference?
I can only guess that the term Hispanic
refers to any individual who is born in the
United States and is from Spanish ancestry.
The term Mexican-American may refer
lo any individual who is from Mexican
ancestry, or an individual who was born
in Mexico and moved to the United States.
The term Latino, on the other hand, may
be just another name for Hispanic or
Mexican American. It may also be the
name of a political movement.
What it boils down to is that in any case,
even if you were referring to MexicanAmericans and you used the term Hispanic, you wouldn't be mistaken because
people from Mexico have a mixture of
Spanish and Indian blood.
The fact is, of all minorities in the United
States, Hispanics are by far the most
complex and diversified. People tend to
stereotype minorities, and Hispanics have
suffered their share of negativisms. The
movie industry's portrayal of Hispanics as

Venture Into My
Thoughts
Adan Gomez
lazy, unemployed, drug dealers and gang
members, and its refusal to portray Hispanics realistically, has not helped.
In addition, Hispanics are diversified in
many ways. The foods that we eat, the
way we look, our religions, our ways of
speaking, our beliefs and traditions vary
depending on our ethnic background.
any people think that Hispanics come fom either
Mexico or Puerto Rico or
Cuba, but in reality we have
Hispanics in this country from as far away
as Venezuela, Chile, Brazil, Honduras,
Spain and all the other Latin American
countries.
One thing that really impresses
me about the Hispanic or Latin
culture is that, unlike some of the other

M

Editorial

cultures in this country, ours is very united.
It doesn't matter if you live in the United
States or Venezuela. If you are of LatinAmerican origin, you are respected and
considered a Latino. Distance does not
matter.
One example of this unification is Spanish television. Unlike television here in
the United States, Spanish entertainment
is broadcast all over Latin America instead
of just in Mexico or Guatemala, for example. In addition, the Latin artists and
the programming come from all over
Latin America too, instead of from just one
country. That goes to show that some
societies do not allow for physical borders keep them apart.
Aside from our geographical origins.we
as a people are very diversified in the way
we look. I've often heard African-Americans say that they are the most diversified
people, color-wise. I don't agree. Latin
America, where most of our ancestors
came from, is made up of many different
mixtures of races and nationalities. There

are Hispanics that have blonde hair and
b lue eyes, brunettes with green eyes or
brown eyes, and red heads, and any look
that you can think of.
n addition, th~re are Afric~n Hi~panics and mixtures of Hispanic
and African and European people.
In essence, the old stereotype that His. panics all have brown skin and dark hair
and eyes is not entirely correct, and though
there is nothing wrong with looking like
that, this stereotype does not show our
people's true diversi ty.

I

As citizens of the United States, we are
all part of a melting pot that continues to
stir and bring out new and different mixtures o f people and cultures.
The majority of America has yet to
recognize the importance of its fastest
growing minority.
In time, however, it will have no choice
but to acknowledge us for the color and
diversity of our people and our contri butions to this nation.

Distributed by Tribune Media Services

Student Union plans
need student input
es, we need a student union ... But on student terms!
A student union transition team met last week to discuss
what problems need to be ironed out before a referendum
can be held for the fall.
This transition team is being lead by student leaders from UPB and
SGA. Both represent students and try to enhance student life on
campus.
Unfortunately, only these leaders attended. What they wish to have
at the next meeting is a representative from all schools, clubs and
anyone else interested. The meeting is scheduled for 3 p.m. Thursday, June 24 in UC 307.

Y

NEVER

This is a call to action!

AGAaN

.,~tu_~~n,;s_a~d clu_bs_fr!\!;>t becom~ aw;are ofi w
is being negotia d
between this team and the administration. Student money is on the
line.
Every student should be aware of what action this team and the
administration choose to take. This can be done by either attending
the meeting personally or by having a representative do so. UPB and
SGA represent the student body. But without your. input it is much
harder for them
This team must represent student interest and therefore must be
made up of a student majority.
The only way this can happen is if students and representatives
actually attend the meetings.
Administrators attend meetings.
Now students must do the same.

mericans and the Clinton administration need to reevaluate
our present role in Bosnia.
Presently, the government has
chosen not to intervene militarily.
Questions such as how military action
could affect our economy and what kind
of human loss we might endure have
been the overriding concerns in shaping
our present hands-off policy.
A question that has been lost, though, is
what moral significance our policy carries. (A type of question easily brushed
aside after the Reagan and Bush administrations ran our nation for so long.)
This question is whether we and the
worl~ should allow ~he P?licy tha~ th~
Bosnian Serbs call ethnic cleansing,
better known as genocide, to continue.
Our non-action signals to the world that
this type of behavior will be tolerated as
long as it doesn't directly affect our country. This is wrong because it does affect
the country by establishing a moral code
that leaves us somewhat less humane.
And it is this loss that may set a pattern
of denial similar to Bush's denial of racial

A
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Hands-off policy in Bosnia
sends message of apathy
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extends thanks

Letters Policy

I have recently achieved my first year at
the Alternative Certification Program, Education Department, and I would like to
extend my gratitude to those of you that
I have sought assistance fro m and have
received it. I have me t some of you , yet
othe rs are still a name and a voice at the
end of the phone line. Thank you.

The Pan Am erican encourages and welcomes letters to the editor and guest columns.
Th ey must be signed and include the writer's major, classifi cation at UTPA and be typed ,
An address and phone number should be incl uded for verification. Letters should be no
more than one page, do uble sp aced and typed. Guest columns should be no mo re than
1 1/2 pages , double spaced and typed . Those that are too long will not run . Letters and
guest col umns can be edited for style, length, lib el, gram mar and punctuation, but
w riter's meaning or opinion will not be changed . Letters ca n be bro ught to University
Cente r Room 322 or mai led to T he Pan American at 1201 University Drive, UC 322,
Edinburg , TX 78539.

At times you hear about the difficulties
concerning interdepartmental communications and "turf'' disputes. However, I
would like to thank those who were
honest, caring, truthful and aware that the
stude nts' needs can be met w he n people
work togethe r.
It has been a crash course year of
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H owever,

Letters to the Editor

~:14;:,t~f-Mft;Nmi~~::;:;i:li l ACP worker

rltltllt!IllllfillllifIf&;IfII

laugh at what our day brings, somewhere
a mother is raped, a child slaughtered, a
Trinidad Gonzalez
father murdered and ourselves lost to the
machine of inhumanity.
---------------We spend our lives looking for more
problems in Los Angeles.
efficient ways of living and communicatAction must be taken to stop Serb ing with each other-like the 1V set showaggression. Unlike the Gulf War, fought in ing us that somewhere people are becompart to protect the American auto indus- ing efficient at killing and o thers are
try, this war would be fought to stop thugs efficient in sending us the pictures.
from raping and killing, simply to rid
And what do we contemplate? We conthemselves of people they find disagree- template how fast we can see people
able because of their backgrounds or across the world from us. I guess effilooks.
ciency has become our moral gauge .
ur present non-action cannot be excused
this gauge forgets one
as ignorance of what is going on in
very important fact about moBosnia. We know what is happening, yet
rality: it is not the easy way out.
we stand by and let it happen.
I believe we should take into
Two words were once shouted by the account how military involvement in
world whe n the Nazi death camps were Bosnia may affect ou r country economiexposed. The words, "never again," must cally, as well as how many lives we may
come ringing back to us now and we must' lose .
always utter them.
But we should never fo rge t what makes
We can never forget the past because us human. It is this loss in the long run that
whe n we do people die, and a large part may have more of an affect on our counof what makes us human is lost.
try. Our action or non-action is a stateSo as we go to class and work, and ment of our morality.

From the Corner

university policies and state regulations,
yet those "speed bumps" were lessene d
by those of you who rose ab ove the petty
politics of life.
I commend you for that.
I would also like to offer a few tidbits of
information to those taking cou rses or
contemplating e nrollment. Be focused on
you r prio rities.
I deal with people degreed or soon to
be degreed, and I see a lot o f hit and miss
career searches. I know prio rities change,
but that can be considered when focusing
o n a career path.
Seek information concerning your focus. Ask, ask, ask. And ask again. Be
persiste nt. It's your life, not mine, not
the irs. Seek assistance. You are paying
stude nt fees. Get your money's worth,even
if it makes people work harder for you.
That's how we all get better. Isn't that

why we work here? Go to school here~
To get better? Try it. Who knows? It may
work., And read the catalog for your
specifics.
To our ACP stude nts, I hope I did good
for you. It w as difficult with some, but
most of you are certified teache rs nowone year later. Cong rats to you for your
stamina and persistence through last summer. You are not include d in the graduatio n cere mo nies or unive rsity life, yet as a
teacher for our young- you are very much
as important as the o the r stude nts.
For the staff and stude nts, give us a call
and maybe we can see about a focused
career change toward teaching, or call to
see what's up. Be cool. And to those of
you in blue, you are still in thought.
David A. Gonz alez

Teacher Certificate Evaluator
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GetFresh

June

17
The Student Health Center is sponsoring a blood drive for United Health
Services from 9 a.m.-4 p.m. in the Learning Resource Center.
19
UTPA psychology professor Dr. Genaro Gonzalez will host a lecture
entitled "The Golden Age of Mexican Film" at the Hidalgo County Historical Museum
in Edinburg. Luis Bunuel's "Los Olvidados" will be screened. For times and more
information, call 383-6911 .
22
The Student Health Center is sponsoring dermatology day from 9 a.m.-3
p .m . Students can get skin problems checked and treated by a staff physician. Fee:
$5. For an appointment, call 381-2511.
27
Dirty Rotten Imbeciles, better known to the heavy metal world as ORI, will
perform at King's Palace in Brownsville. The band who once called Texas home are
currently on tour supporting their late 1992 release.
NOTICE: The following class has been added to the second summer schedule by the
department of marketing, finance and general business.
FI NA 3382.02
M-F 11:05-12:35 .m.
Dal m le
BUSA223
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The Nail Salon

102 S. 2nd • Edinburg • 380-2625

Artlficlal & Natural
Nall Services
506 W. Unlve!Sffy, Sule D•Edinburg• 380-6588

Tl\l:VtNC'S
nESTt.Unt.NT

"OPEN 24 HOURS"

"Pure Mexican Food"
Everything from Cabrito to Nopalitos
Big Screen TV for Main Events
Live Music & Entertainment
Noon-2 pm • Everday except Monday
1500 N. Closner •Edinburg• Orders to Go 383-0678

Tues. - Ladies Ni"te
$1 Beer • 50~ Draft

Wed. -

SAM SALDIVAR
INSURANCE AGENCY
INC.

FREEBotana
Everyday Specials

SAM SALDIVAR
PRESIDENT

Tliur. - Pool Tournament
Everyday Specials

DrahNite
- Pitcher
$4.50 • 1-7 p.m.

Fri.

.,

I N SUU1NCI

2108 SOUTH HWY. 281
EDINBURG, TEXAS 78539
BUS.: (512) 383-1242

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES

383-43 12

HOi,IE.:

IIOME OFFICES: BLOOMINGTON, ILUNOIS

(512) 383- 4:128

"LlltE A. coon NEJCIIBOR, STATE FA.RM 1s THERE"

May
1 A fence post was bro ken off
from the ground at the Bf\V construction site.
3 A male non-student was asked
to leave campus at the FA building.
The subject refused to leave and
was taken to the county jail.
• A student reported some unknown person(s) stole his tail light
covers from Lot G.
4 A student reported she was
assaulted in the women's dorms.
This case is under investigation.
• A staff member reported receiving harassing phone calls in the
FA building. This incident is connected to a previous incident.
5 A staff member reported some
unknown person(s) broke into the
Jody Ramsey Stadium snack bar.
Case is under investigation.
• A student reported some unknown person(s) stole his taillight
covers from Lot C.
• A student was caught stealing
magazine pages in the library. The
student was arrested and taken to
county jail.
7 A staff member reported some
unknown person(s) stole two portable two-way radios from the inventory warehouse behind the University Police Department.
10 A student reported some unknown person(s) stole her passport

Admissions, from 1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
by the Office of Admissions and
Records. The AIS formula is determined by multiplying the percentile
ranking (as a decimal) in the
student's h igh school class by the
ACT score.
If the university has the resources
in a particular year to offer the
remedial class sections, then all
students achieving an AIS of 1.0 or
higher will be permitted to e nroll.

L--------------------J
EUROPE-ONLY $229!
TO ADVERTISE, CALL 381-2541
($229 from Dallas, $169 from NY)
Dallas to NY $79

Jet there with AIRHITCH

Student Health Service

800-326-2009

DERMDAY

FRIDAY
Roe - June 18th
$4 Cover, lB+ KNIGHT

THURSDAYS

COLLEGE NIG~l

Ri

18+ Welcome .,1.UTo,:_:~gred
NoCoverw
· ·

techno-Rock-ROVe
All Nite
$1 Drott• $1 Schnapps
$1 Bar Orlnl<S 9-11 p.m.
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.. rDrinks 9_17
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June 22, 1993
9 a.m.- 12 noon• 1-3 p.m.

Welcome

Ock Porty ~ • I.D. Required
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$5 per Procedure
Doctors will answer questions about
any skin problems or growths.
Same day treatment.
Student, Staff or Faculty 1.0. required.

Call for Appointment*

383-2511

SAlURDAY· June l9th .
ROCK PARTY • Dance ~USIC

ESRH 103

Welcome • I.D. Required
$4 Cover• 18+

* walk-ins seen as time permits.
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Writing Services: Essays, research papers and resumes. Com-

position, mechanics, grammar. Call
afte r6:00 p.m. 380-1563 rush jobs.

ALMA'S

422 1/2 E. University
Edinburg

Chlcl::c:n Sandwich - Bonelees chicken breaet 5andwich with melted Swi55
Chee5e, tomato. lettuce, onion. lncludre chlp5 and pickle::. $4.00

< ·vo.u[fovof.ite

Need it typed now?! Call 3803807 Essays, research papers, resumes and more .

His -n- Hers
Styling Salon

Banister - Sauteed ham, turkey, cctto ealami and roast beef on a kaii;er ::;;:::
roll with melted Swi55 cheeee, lettuce, tomato, onion, mayonnali;e and
mustard. Includes chips. pepperocini and pickle::. $3.95

··•·••:••,f~ M·E·•:.· · ·

...

i t?

Su~marlnc5 - A delicious combination of roast beef, turkey, ham, cotto
5alaml, "epeclal dri,eslng", tomato, lettuce.onion, American anc:I Swi55 cheeee,
lnclude5 chips, pepperocinl and pickle. $:3.50

.:: .-.•:

If courses are limited, students
will be permitted to enroll in descending order ofAIS until all classes
are filled.
This means that students with a
low AIS may find course availability
limited or not available during enrollment time.
If the university has the space to
enter 1,000 new freshmen , then
only students with "Automatic Admission" status and those with top
AIS scores will be allowed to enter
until the 1,000 spaces are filled.
Students not permitted to enroll
may resubmit applications for the
following year.
Students with a low AIS who
were not admitted to the university
may attempt to increase their AIS by
taking remedial courses somewhere
else. The student's GPA for all
remedial course work taken, with a
minimum of one remedial course in
English and one remedial course in
math, replaces the class rank percentile in calculating the AIS.
For example, if the student took
remedial courses in reading, writing, math and algebra from another
institution and achieved a GPA of
2.5 in these courses, the AIS would
then be calculated by multiplying
the GPA for remedial work by the
A<;T score, and dividing that total
by 10.
Students with a modified AIS of
1.8 or greater will be included in the
admissions priority for entering
freshmen .
The committee recommended a
similar formula to determine eligibility for admission. Different formulas will be used to assign an AIS
score for returning students, foreignstudents and those with GED's.

11

:t··::.::::

Cu5tomcr5 Choice - Choo;e from fresh roa5t beef. ham or turkey on white
or wheat with American or Swis5 cheee;e, lettuce. tomato and mayonnalee.
Includes chips and pickle. Roa,t Beef- $3.50
Ham or Turkey- $:3.25

·•·•: <·•·.: ::1::1::1::!:: ·....

from her dorm room.
12 A staff member reported some
unknown person(s) may have shot
holes in several w indows in the
swimming pool area.
13 A student reported two unknown subjects were seen stealing
hi~ vehicle's wheel cover from Lot).
• A student reported some unknown person(s) stole a vehicle bra
from her vehicle at Lot B.
14 A staff member reported some
unknown person(s) dented his passenger side door at Lot A-11 .
24 A faculty member reported
some unknown person(s) stole computer equipment from the training
room in the HPEl. Case is under
investigation.
• A student reported some unknown person(s) scratched his
vehicle's trunk at Lot B.
• A student reported some unkn()wn person(s) stole $190 from
her dorm room.
25 A staff member reported some
unknown person(s) broke the cables
which block the servict! drive of the
university president's home.
• A staff member reported some
unknown person(s) stole a gas engine power blower from the Physical Plant
• A staff member reported some
unknown person stole a welding
grinder from the welder's garage of
the Physical Plant.

383-9035

1/2 Sandwich w/Soup - $:3.50

SOOPS 8 SllAIJS
CHEF - Fresh salad topped with roast beef, ham, turkey, and two cheeee5.
Choice of dressing, plue cracker5. $3.50
TOSSED - Fresh garden 5alad w/crackc::r5. $2.00
SOUP OF 1liE DAY - 10 oz. cup. $1.50
DR.INKS - Coke, Diet Coke, Sprire or Iced Tea. ~
DESSERT - Cookies. ~
Try OIi' clelldout party tray, f0r -px n~ eathot1tl Mak to~ order.
Dine In -Take Out or Delivery •Mon.-fri. 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
For fa5f.er ~ !WV1c.e call In order~,¥
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Y&S MEDICAL
UNIFORM CENTER
Attention Health Career Students

NEW LOCATION!
210 E. Cano • Edinburg, TX
Serving you with quality
at super discount prices.

Lab coats starting at $18.95

318-1194
We honor Visa - MasteiCard
Layaways Welcome
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Summer stock aims for comedic one-two punch
Kisses and body switches Cramer readies 'Patent Leather Shoes'
mark Cummins' 'Prelude' AlvaroRodriguez
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Lydia Puente
Staff

Running around the University Theatre
with only five days left before the premiere
of his show, director Dr. Doug Cummins
continued to make preparations for the first
PASS production, "Prelude to a Kiss."
PASS held auditions last week with the
first of three productions starting tonight.
Cummins says directing the play on such
a short deadline isn't as hard as it might
look, the participants have to work faster.
During the long semesters, he said, a cast
usually practices for three to four hours a
day. In the summer, however, "we practice
about seven to eight hours a day but it isn't
as frenzied as it seems," he said. "As a
director, I like to give the actors time to
develop their-character. Now I have to push
them a little more."
However, because of reduced production time, Cummins said the cast loses some
of the depth of the play.
"We can't get too deep because of the
time involved, but the plays we do during

summer aren't too deep," he said.
The play was dealt one setback when the
male lead had to drop out.
"Our original lead, Tommy Greene, had
to drop out due to a family illness, and we
replaced him withAlan Vassberg," Cummins
said. "Alan has little acting experience, but
he has done very well so far."
Cummins said "Prelude to a Kiss," written
by Craig Luca:s, deals with quite an unusual
subject-the transmigration of souls.
"Basically, we have the typical story of
boy meets girl: They decide to get married,
but at the wedding the bride is kissed by an
old man, hence the title, and magical things
begin to happen because of that kiss," he
said.
Cummins said the audience has to buy
into the strange premise to understand the
play.
"Prelude to a Kiss" will run from tonight
through June 20 at 8 p.m. in the University
Theatre.
Admission is $8 or free with a validated
UTPA ID.

"Do Black Patent ~eather Shoes Really
Reflect Up?" That's the question.
Director Lyn Cramer and her cast are
feverishly rehearsing, memorizing lines,
dance steps, musical numbers, to answer
that question for University Theatre audiences- for Wednesday night's premiere.
Rehearsals for the light-hearted musical
comedy about the perils and pitfalls that
befall the students of a Catholic grade
school are demanding, rapid-fire exercises, Cramer said.
"We have to do at least one musical
number every night (in rehearsal)," Cramer
said. "It's difficult in musical theater because you have to add time for clean-up
rehearsals."
But Cramer said she was totally confident in her cast's ability to carry the show.
"Luckily, we've got a high energy cast,"
she said. "Everyone is focused on what
they're doing. "
Dana Skipping, who plays Sister Helen,
said Cramer is an exacting director.
"She knows what she wants, " Skipping

Special to the Pan American/JamesHawley

Sister Helen (Dana Skipping) keeps kids Lisa Levine and Edward Garza honest.

said. "She focuses on a problem until she
"Do Black Patent Leather Shoes Really
has the solution to get what she wants. But Reflect Up?" will play June 23-27. Pan Am
she's pretty patient, too, because lots of Night is Wednesday, two free on one
times, she could go 'Arrrgh! No!"'
validated ID.

New music blasts from 'Sun'-rise to 'Midnigh.t'
Sun60
"Only"
Epic Records
Sun 6o's music is alternative, so
• chances are you probably haven't
heard them on the radio stations
down here. And though they are on
a major label (Epic), they are still
hidden in the shadows.
For the most part their music
seems to be all cut from the same
pattern: Many of the songs are similar to each other, having the same
beat, instruments, and rhythms. The
songs seem to blend into each other,
but fortunately for listeners there
are some exceptions. For instance,
on "Water 3x," in addition to the
drums and electric guitar, a trumpet
in the background adds a bit of jazz.
it ·
the only thing that makes
sound original since tile
lyrics are pretty uniform. ·
"Pressure" is another song a little
different from the musical norm.
With words sung in a monotone
and little music in the background,
the song is slow and hypnotic.
Overall, the music is catchy. And
whether you like it or not you might
just catch yourself singing along to
the words since they are the same,
or so it seems, in practically every
song.- Veanne Fraser
Big Head Todd and the Monsters
"Sister Sweetly"
Giant Records
Todd Park Mohr, a spookily-large
guy, owns the head in question,
and it is from this head that the
songs on "Sister Sweetly" spring.
Mohr heads the Colorado trio whose
musical style on their big-label debut lies somewhere between inspired rock and loose boredom.
Opening with easily the album's
best track, "Broken Hearted Savior," Mohr eases into a powerful but
laid-back storytelling mode, falling
somewhere between Robbie
Robertson and Bruce Springsteen.
The song fades out at the right time,
following a hard-ass guitar solo,
and is punctuated by some expert
piano playing by Bruce McCabe.
The title track comes next, sounding like a funky Donald Fagen song
revamped for the '90s. For these

Rather than cater to their record
company or commercial radio, Living Colour chooses to make music
that is fresh and relevant. Major
label bands can lose their vision
and become stale and boring after a
while. But the few artists who manage to stay true to their craft are the
ones who become legendary. Living Colour is a legend in the making. - Lydia Puente

Aussies Midnight Oil have become wiser in their evolution.

first tracks, one might even sec
Mohr as someone whO' could take
the mature sound of "new" Robbie
Robertson or Springsteen or even
Fagen, and give it an extra, powerful kick.
But the album soon sours. "Turn
the Light Out" is the album's first
filler track, followed by "It's Alright,"
the uneventful "Ellis Island" and the
lyrically silly "Bittersweet."
To their credit, "Tomorrow Never
Comes" is a meandering tune that at
least features some interesting vocal stylings, and "Groove Thing" is
a jazzy Hendrix tribute. But "Soul
for Every Cowboy" and "Circle" are
unashamed carbon copies of "Broken Hearted Savior" without the
bravado or kick."BrotherJohn," the
album's straight acoustic closer, is
totally uninteresting.
Hopefully, Mohr, bassist Rob
Squires and drummer Brian Nevin
wiil rethink their game plan next
time and aim for a solid album.
Although it seems they realize the
best track on their record by trying
to duplicate it, there's still something missing. Here's to having them
find it. - Alvaro Rodriguez
Living Colour
"Stain"
Epic Records
Living Colour is a frustrating band
for radio programmers: They've
never really fit into any particular
genre, and they've been labeled
everything from rock to heavy metal
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Providing choices in Reproductive Health Care
Pregnancy Testing • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)
Morning After Treatment

Family Plaruling/Birth Control Counseling .
Speakers for Educational Programs • Adoption Services
FOR INFORMATION CALL:
(512) 428-6242 or (512) 428-6243
Valley: 1-800-464-1017 Mexico: 95-800-010-1287

Licensed by the Texas Department of Health

to (gasp!) alternative. Ever since
their breakthrough debut, 1988's
"Vivid," the band has refused to
follow any set of musical rules.
This stubborn attitude led to the
success of "Cult of Personality" and
the follow-up LP, "Time's Up." The
band's latest release, the spectacular "Stain," continues in this obstinate tradition.
While not a complete change for
the band, "Stain" does showcase
the continuing experiments of guitarist Vernon Reid.
Produced by Ron Saint Germain
(Soundgarden, Sonic Youth), the
album packs a harder punch than
previous work. It also features the
formidable talents of new bassist
Doug Wimbish.
Running the gamut from caustic
metal ("Go Away") to the eerily
beautiful ("Nothingness"), the band
hardly falters on this 12-song LP.
Industrial sounds and keyboards
abound, but work surprisingly well
as on Reid's ode to cannabis,
"Hemp.".
Never straying too far from their
social and political ties, the band
delivers a tongue-in-cheek (no pun
intended) look at sexuality on "Bi,"
complete with a strange, if not funky,
dance coda.

Midnight Oil
"Earth and Sun and Moon"
Columbia Records
Many bands write songs with a
political edge, but how many write
about the aborigines or mining problems in the Australian Outback? Not
many, except Midnight Oil. For 15
years, the band has made drivjng,
political rock. Their 1987 "Oie11el
and Dust" finally broke through to
the American public on the strength .
of the smash song "Beds are Burning."
1990's "Blue Sky Mining" marked
a change for the band, toning down
their attack and proving ·chat more
volume does not mean more power.·
With their 11th album, "Earth and
Sun and Moon," Midnight Oil turn
down the volume but not the intensity.
Lyrically, the album is more universal , save for the rocker
"Truganini." The band focuses on
truth and self-discovery as on the
buoyant "Renaissance Man."
Musically, the band adds new
elements, employing Hammond
organs and harps on various so~gs.
While the album lacks an anthem
like "Forgotten Years," it is by no
means a soft record. Anyone listening to the tension on "Drums of
Heaven" would notice that.
Midnight Oil have become wiser
in their long career. Some would
say they've become lazy as well, but
just because they've gotten "softer"
doesn't mean their music is any less
important. - Lydia Puente
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Jurassic Park
You've read all the reviews, now the big question, "Should
I go see it?" Well, let's see ...
In the brief history of moviemaking, this is the first time a
movie is actually b~tter than the book. "Jurassic Park" proves
itself to be one of the most entertaining films in a long while ...
but that doesn't mean it's great.
Keeping somewhat close to Michael Crichton's 1990 bestselling novel, the film amplifies the suspense of Crichton's prose
with eyeawidening visual magic. The days of claymation are
over, for "Jurassic Park" has slashed through to a new level of
special effects. If the sporadic violence, pocked with oneliners, funny observations on Darwinism, and relenting action
of this film aren't enough, the mere sight of dinosaurs come to
life should be enough to enthrall. Yes, this is one picture to see
on the big screen.
Besides the fact that Steven Spielberg directs, the film does
have its problems. An abrupt ending is one of those. Nothing
is really resolved in this flick except a sigh of relief and kids
whi ·ng for a "Jurassic Park" hmch box. Another problem is
the "Star Wars" Syndrome ... crummy acting. Even the Uncle
Scrooge McDuck-like Sir Richard Attenborough can't liven up
the audience's emotions.
The movie has a simple run-or-be-eaten plot, but it never has
been this fun or scary, even more frightening than all the
"Alien" movies combined, and definitely more fun.
A little too much for the youngsters, "Jurassic Park" is like an
R-rated "Land of the Lost," but in this one the humans don't
always run fast enough.
For the blood, gore and really evil dinosaurs, "Jurassic Park"
meets all expectations and then some. This is about the safest
bet for the summer's b ig hit. 0 - Omar I. Rodriguez
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Investigative journalists plumb
.
depths of local nightclub scene
ecent reports that Valley
night life is dead, that
there's no real scene
south of San Antonio,
prompted us at The Pan American to
investigate and find out, once and for
· all, the answer to the plaguing ques. tion: Is the Valley a happening place

R

Story by
Adan Gomez
and Martin Torres

Garza and the Salt and Pepper Band have given in
to Tejano music and seem to have more success at
it than they did at country .
Nice Lights at the McAllen Quality Inn, formerly
the Gaslight, has been closed down for most of the
With pencil and notebook in hand and, of course, last couple of years because of remodeling and
cover charge in our pockets, several of us split up
owner disputes. However, it is now open nightly.
into groups and embarked on our quest.
Its average-sized dance floor crowds easily
We surveyed the McAllen-Edinburg-Pharr area and because of the music played by the house band,
found that, yes, there is a diverse club scene after
The New Variety Band. The group, with lead
. all.
singers Agnes and Arturo, belt out original hits, as
Tejano and country music clubs dominate the
well as those of other Tejano groups and contemscene, which we did not find surprising, considering porary Spanish musicians such as Jose Jose and
our proximity to the Texas-Mexico border.
Juan Gabriel.
However, there are two non-traditional clubs in
Edinburg's Cadillac Jack's Billiards, forme rly the
the area.
Park Bowl, is a bowling-alley-turned-pool-hall. It
McAllen's Klub X fills a void, providing this area
seems to be one of the new places to be "seen" at.
with a rare source of alternative, rock and industrial This place has plenty of room and is furnis hed with
music. It's a dimly lit, wear-your-blacks, mod hang
pool tables and video games. A big screen TV
broadcasts sports and a live band provides enterEdinburg's Cancun Saloon, the area's newest club, tainment. Also, the management has hinted about
wants to compete for the same void as Klub X. It
some positive changes, rumored to include a stage
offers more of a musical variety, playing the span of for live bands.
rock, hard rock, new wave, punk and industrial
The night life in the area might not match that of
big cities, but it is ou t there. One just has to look
music within a few minutes.
for his or her niche or a place "where everybody
The atmosphere is a bit more relaxed. Shorts are
in and the lighting is brighter.
knows your name."
A couple of traditional clubs have gone through
The following is a compilation of some of the
local night spots and their features .
some changes worth noting.
The Pan American/Cedric Billemont
If you know of a club that we haven't listed here,
Tequila Nights at El Centro Mall in Pharr has
please let us kn ow by calling 381-2541.
TWISTING THE NIGHT AWAY: Laura Cortez heats up the dance floor at Edinburg's Cancun Saloon. expanded their dance floor. The house band Wally

€ LUB LISTINGS
✓

CadillacJack's Billiards free with ID; techno and rave; $1

1906 S. Closner, Edinburg, 3833864
Open Monday through Friday, 2
p.m. to midnight; Saturday and
Sunday, 4 p.m. to 2 a.m.
Pool, shuffle board, video games,
darts, deli, bar, foosball
18+ welcome

***
✓

Cancun Saloon

Two miles north of Highway 107,
on the east side of N. McColl Rd.,
Edinburg, 380-6753
Wednesday through Sunday, 8
p.m. to 2 a.m.
Cover charge: call for information
Wednesday: Ladies night admission free for women all
night and for men from 8-10
p.m.; Top-40
Thursday: College night - 18+

bar drinks and Schnapps
Friday and Saturday: Two onehour sets of live rock, hip-hop
played between sets
Sunday: No cover; Top-40; 50cent draft beer, $1 zombies

CD jukebox, videos, big screen
television; relaxing atmosphere
Tuesday through Sunday, 4 p.m.
to 2 a.m.
Happy hour with appetizers, 4-8
p.m.

***
✓

Check Point

2 3/4 mile-line N. Conway,
Mission, 585-2852
Open Friday-Sunday, 7 p .m.-2
a.m.
Tejano, Top-40, Country, Spanish
18+over welcome

***
✓

Continental Lounge

Fairway Resort (hotel lounge),
2105 S.lOth, McAllen, 682-2445,
ext.399

***
✓

Doc's

917 W. Ferguson Ave., Pharr,
781-0730
CD jukebox
Six pool tables and one billiard
table
Monday through Saturday, 3 p.m.2 a.m.
Happy hour, 3-8 p.m., MondayFriday

***

The Pan American/Beverly O rtiz

Cancun Saloon books rock bands like Houston's Logan tor weekend gigs. Stride plays this weekend.
✓ KlubX
Nolana & Bicentennial, McAllen,

Thursday: downstairs - "controversial" shows; upstairs - live rock
Friday: Ladies' night out; down631-6%8
Tuesday: College Night - 18+ over stairs - dance music; upstairs Friday house party with soul,
welcome
funk and reggae
Free admission with I.D.
Saturday: Downstairs - alternative,
Industrial music, dollar drinks &
rave and Top-40; upstairs - classic
Schnapps
rock and oldies
Sunday: Teen night, 7-11 p.m.

* **
✓

Moonligh t Nigh t Club

Holiday Inn Civic Center, 200 W.
Expressway 83, McAllen, 686-2471
Country music
Different drink specials each
night.
Open Monday-Saturday, noon to
2 a.m.; Sunday, noon to 10 p.m.
21 + over

***
✓

***
Nite Lights

Quality Inn
1401 S. 10th, McAllen, 682-8301
Open 7 days a week
Friday: 5 p.m.-2 a.m .
Saturday-Thursday: 8 p.m.-2 a.m.
The Pan American/Lewis Garza

Edinburg's Cadillac Jack's Billiards is a great place to practice your kiss shot. Cadillac Jack's has dozens of pool tables.

***
✓

R.A.'s

1615 W. University Dr. Edinburg,
381 -0624
Open Sunday - Monday 12 p.m. - 12
a.m.
Saturday 12 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Music, Pool and Big Screen TV
21 + over welcome

* **
✓

South Dallas

500 E. Hackberry St., McAllen,
682-4133
Tuesday through Sunday, 8 p.m.!
2 a.m.
Dance, Top-40, country and
Tejano music

Nick's Pool Bar

141 5 Austin St., McAllen, 6869408
Pool and drinks only
Monday through Saturday, noon
to 2 am

✓

Live Top-40, Spanish, Country
music
21 and over

***
✓

23rd Street Sports Pub
and Grill

821 N. 23rd St., McAllen, 687-9399
Saturday/ Sunday: Open noon to 2
a.m.
Weekdays: Open 4 p.m. to 2 a.m.
TV screens, pool tables, darts
Thursdays: Comedy Night with $5
cover

::::
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Broncs fall short
at 'last cha-nee meet'
C. Alan Whitcher
Sta.ff

The "Last Chance Meet" ended
the track season last month when
selected runners attempted to qualify
for the nationals competition.
The meet was named "Last Chance
Meet" because it was the last
opportunity for tracksters to qualify
for the National Championships.
Assistant Track Coach Keith Hutson
took UTPA track members J.B. Pruitt,
Dimitri Pierce, and Elizabeth Ortega
to compete in the meet. Although
no one qualified for the nationals,
each gave it their all.
"I felt that the women did real
well in the 800," Coach Keith Hutson
said. "It rained pretty hard that day
and they were cooped up in the
van, so I thought they did well
considering circumstances."
Ortega came in fifth place and

although she didn't come in first as
she did at the Sun Belt Conference
Meet, she did improve her time in
the 800 meter. Pierce also competed
in the 800 meter and proved her
capability as a runner. However, he
was not able to qualify for the
nationals.
"Pruitt ran the 400 hurdles in the
second heat with only one other
guy who was a lot slower," Coach
Hutson said. "He didn't have the
competition he needed to push him
so that ended up hurting him."
Tonya Bailey, Lady Bronc,
maintained her title as conference
The Pan American/Beverly Ortiz
champion in the triple jump at the
Sunbelt Conference Meet. But due Bronc Hurdler, J.B. Pruitt attempt~d to qualify for the Nationals at
the "Last Chance Meet" in May
to a muscle strain and a new summer
anyone qualify for the nationals this
job, she decided not to try for the the track team. Due to NCAA rules,
year, Head Track Coach Reid Harter
nationals. Bailey barely cleared 40 the team cannot have any organized
has been recruiting and is compiling
feet to win the SBC title and she practices which leaves ple~.ty of
a women's cross country team that
needed two more feet to make the time for summer school, practicing
looks promising for the upcoming
on their own and relaxing.
next level of competition.
season and championship.
Although the Broncs didn't have
There are no summer plans for

Ottmers signs with Cardinals
Carrie W. Sanguinetti
Sports Editor

After four days of negotiating and
'waiting by the phone, UTPA junior
MarcOttmerssignedtoplaybaseball
for the St. Louis Cardinals.
The Cardinals made their offer on
Tuesday, June 8, the day after the
draft began. Their first offer was
much lower than Ottmers had
expected, however, and he
proposed a counter-offer he felt
was fair. In the end, St. Louis was
able to come up quite a bit more
than their first offer and the team
and the player were able to find a
happy medium which they settled
on. , r
,
".Mike Harris, one of the team's

scouts was in Houston when I agreed
to sign around six o'clock Thursday
evening," Ottmers said. "He took
the next flight in to San Antonio
where I'm from to bring me the
papers. He got here around nine, I
signed in the airport and he left
around 9:30. I guess they wanted to
get it over with before I changed my
mind again."
Ottmers left at five o'clock last
Monday morning for Glenn Falls,
New York, to join the team.
"I have no idea where that is or
what I'll be doing there," the rookie
nervously laughed Sunday night as
he said, 'Tm kind of going up there
blind."
One expectation Ottmers was
counting on in the weeks to come

was to be very busy. His immediate
plans for his first few days included
finding a place to live and room
mates. Dealing with the reality of
baseball in the minors and the hours
of hard work that entails will also
be a new experience. The team's
first game will take place today so
he felt he was "really jumping right
into it."
"I'm sure it will be pretty tough
but I plan to give it everything I
have ," Ottmers said. "I'm a
professional now and a lot more is
expected of me .... That's something
new."
The 1993 All Sunbelt Conference
Team member is already aspiring to
new goals and anticipating his next
level of achievement.

CHOOSE ·THE APARTMENT
COMMUNITY THAT OFFERS SO
MUCH MORE...
1

"Once you 're in the minors it
takes a long time to get to the
majors so my next goal is to get
from Low A ball, where I'm playing
right now, to High A ball," he said.
"Then I want to go up to Double A,
Triple A, and finally the Majors."
Ottmers said he wants Lo be a role
model for people who don't think
they have much of a chance to play
because when he was in high school
he didn't think he would ever be
where he is today.
"When I come back I'd like to
help people by sharing stuff that
rve learned up there," he said. "I
guess that's what I hope to give to
the world of baseball."
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PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT

ELBOSQUE
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210-3'53-8382

ONE COURSE THAT COULD CHANGE
THE COURSE OF YOUR LIFE.
Look forward to the future with confidence. Enroll in Army
ROTC, an elective that's different from any other college
course. ROTC offers hands-on leadership training. Training
that gives you experience and helps build self-confidence,
character and management skills. All the credentials employers
look for ROTC is open to freshmen and sophomores without
obligation and requires about 4 hours per week. It will put
your life on a whole new course.

ARMYROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE

COIJRSEYOU CAN TAKE.

UT-PA ROTC Scholarships available.
For additional information, contact Captain John Tully
Military Science Dept., Southwick Hall, Rm. 204 or call 381 -3600

